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FIRST SPEECH

HEATH WON

IN WYOMING

AUTO RACE
On Long

France.

Caused

RESULTED

Machine Turning Over-oNineteen Starters Only
Seven Finished.

By

W

M EXICA

Out

f

New Yqrk, Oct. 8. George Heath,
an American, driving an imported car
representing the automobile Club of
France, today won the William K. Vane
road
derbilt, Jr., cup in the
race, held "on Long Island, under the
auspices of the Automobile Club of
America. He won by the narrow mar
gin of one minute and 28 seconds. The
contest cost one life and at least four
persons were injured, but none of them
fatally. The fatal accident occurred
to the car of George Arents, Jr., and
the man killed was Karl Menzel, his
machinist. Arent's car was driving at
a tremendous speed when just as he
approached a sharp curve on the homestead road, the front wheel slipped and
the machine went over, Bqth Arents
and Menzel were hurled with tremendous force to the roadside, where both
were picked up unconscious. Menzel
died at the hospital, while Arents, in-- ,
juries are not serious. Of the nineteen
starters, only seven were left when the
seventh
lay was concluded.
Busted tires, broken machinery and
mechanical derangements- - were the
causes for most of them dropping out.
Albert Clement, who also drove an
imported car and represented the Automobile Club of France, finished second a.nd H. H. Lytle, driving an American machine, was third. His car was
power,' while Heath
only of
drove a ninety-hors- e
power car and
Clement an eighty-hors- e
power machine. ; Clement protested the decision
of the judges in declaring Heath the
winner. The decision was withdrawn
and the protest. will be heard and the
winner- declared at a meeting of the
National Automobile Association later
the day. Heath covered the distance of 300 miles 14 five hours, 26 minutes and 45 seconds, and Clements in
five houi3, 28 minutes and 13 seconds.
Clements entered the protest on the
ground that his time had not been taken according to the conditions which
,
govern such a race.
300-mil-
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HAVE RECOGNIZED
, VICTORIOUS PARTY
Republican

.

National Committee Asks
of LaFoliette Crowd
In Campaign.

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 8. The Republican National Committee has recognized the LaFoliette state central
committee. Chairman Conner, of the
LaFoliette committee, received a telegram today from Colonel New, of the
executive committee of 'the National
Committee, asking him to arrange for
a meeting in Milwaukee on October
15, At which Senator Fairbanks will
make an address. This is said to be
the first instance of the National Comwih either
mittee communicating
' committee in Wisconsin, In the way of
arranging for national speakers In this
campaign.

LARGE BALANCE
TO ITS CREDIT

Rock Springs. Wyo., Oct. 8. The
sun had scarcely begun to peep over
the ragged hills, when Senator Fairbanks began the day's work in Wyoming with a speech at this place. He
was greeted by the playing of a brass
band and the whole town surrounded
speaker's stand, which had been erected near the railroad station. His re
marks were directed almost entirely to
being, an im
theworking class,-thi- s
portant coal mining center. He pre.
sented the advantages of a protective
tariff and cited the conditions of 1893
and subsequent years to show that under; the Democratic administration the
people had no assurance of work, that
they have under Republican rule. Brief
speeches were also made by Senator
Fulton and Congressman Smith.
Cordially Received Everywhere.
Rawlins, Wyo., Oct. 8. Senator Fair
banks was received here by a big
crowd and his remarks were given very
closa attention. He .devoted himself
to the sheep growing industry, saying
that by putting wool on the free list
the Democrats had paralyzed that In
dustry. He contended that the success
of the Democratic party in November
meant free trade in wool. Again the
senator's remarks were frequently ap
plauded. (Senator Dollivar and Con
gressman Smith also spoke. Other
stop of the day were made at Hanna,
Medicine Bow and Laramie; Cheyenne
being the destination for tonight's
meeting, which' promises to be a fine
one.

TRADE STEAMER
MINEOLA SUNK
Its Way Home
The
From Siberia and Struck a Reef ,
Off Figil Bar. y
(
Vessel Was on

Vegas-;Repair-

DEMOCRATIC
CONFERENCE
Held

New York Between Judge
Parker and Other Prominent
Leaders.
In

New York, Oct. 8. The first conference between Judge: Herrick, Democratic candidate for governor of New
York and Judge Parker, took place yesterday at the apartments of the latter.
Daniel S. Lamont and National Chairman Taggart arrived shortly after
Judge Herrick. The four conferred at
length concerning the state issues in
New York and the relations they bear
to the national campaign. Judge Parker will leave this afternoon for Esopus.

REVOLT AGAINST
GERMAN RULE

Bank officials
New York; Oct
were much interested today in the tabulated statement of the clearing house
banks, in which it was shown that the
National Bank of Commerce had a balance to its credit of over seventeen
This Is : a record
million dollars.
breaker. No explanation i3 vouchsafed
by the officers' of the bank, but In other
quarters the huge balance is believed
to foreshadow some important finan-

S
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cial transaction.
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Berlin, . Oct. 18. Fresh trouble has
broken out' in German Southeastern
Africa. The Withers tribesmen, wh6

had hitherto been faithful to the Germans, are in revolt, Governor
in telegraphing this news- to the
government says the Withers have attacked 'the station at - Kuis, on the
Fisch River" and are also reported to
be attacking the .station at Hoachan.
Leut-wein,

-
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MURDERER PAID
SUDDEN DEATH
.
DEATH PENALTY
FORMER SENATOR
At California 8tat
Today
at His
s.
i Wen ' to Hia Death
'
n

Matthew W. Ransom

Died

-

Home In Northampton County,
South' Carolina,. Today.
D. C Oct. 8.

A special

o

i

f

Bravely-

-

'

Sacramento, Calif., Oct. '

,

Washington,
to th 'fottraai; GanMirg; Nortli Lawrence, whoc wa ftonticted ot murCarolina, say that Matthew W. Ran-so- der in the first degree', for killing an old
formerly United states Senator man named McCarthy, in a bo field
irom that state and once Amef icanrt near Ellcgrovo, paid the death penalty
minister to Mexico; iLied, 4dealy ,at for his crime on the gallows at Fplsom
his residence to Northampton County prison yeeterlll.;l4iwrenc(l was'iap
this morfting! Totfay was ,the 70th Indian and stood the execution with
v"
the stolqlsm characteristic Of hs race.
anniversary of hkt birthday.
:
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Are Being
Made Slowly.

Over Red River Leading to Springer
and Crews Are Now at

--

Colmor.
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INDIAN IRRIGATION DITCH NEAR SAN ILDEFONSO, SANTA FE COUNTY.

KUROPATKIN MAY
ASSUME OFFENSIVE
Russian General Has Army Strongly
Entrenched at Mukden Japanese
Remain Inactive Save ForFrequent
Outpost Fighting.
ation would be different.
Russians Use Hand Grenades.
Tokio, Oct. 8. According to private
letter received from the Japanese offl- crVnow with the besieging forces'
tort Arthur, tha Russians' are effectively using hand grenades filled
with high explosives. The execution
of these grenades, when accurately
to Mukden and Tie Pass. Over thrown, is deadly, the officer says, and
their use probably acocunts for the
300 guns have arrived at the front and
closeness of the fighting. '
the activity of the Russian skirmishers
below the Hun River creates the impression that Kuropatkin may contemplate assuming the offensive.
Railroad About Com
Circum-Baikpieted.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 8. General
under secretary of the interior, Belong to Carnegie Company Will
Give Employment to 2,500
has been appointed chief of the GenIdle Men.
darmerie, which is virtually divorced
from the ministry of the interior, although nominally under its control.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 8. The CarneThe municipality of St. Petersburg has gie Steel Company announced today
decided to care for the relatives of the that every department 'of the Homesoldiers at the front who are in dis- stead Plant will resume operations
tress. Prince Hilkoff, minister of railnight, giving employment to
roads, has arrived here after spending 2,t00 mn. The Monongahela Works
three s months personally superin- of the American Sheet and Tin Plate
CircuCompany will resume operations next
tending the construction of the
m-Baikal
Railroad. He says the Monday, employing 500 men.
wholeSiberian line is working perfectbranch is open
ly. The Circum-Baika- l
for freight traffic, but passengers are
still crossing the lake in ferry boats,
IN
that being the shortest route, the ferry boats taking two hours to steam
across about thirty miles, whereas the
Wreck Safe and Building In
trains take four hours to cover the rail- Bandits
and Secure Over
Fowler,
73
about
route around the
be-ru--

STEEL PLANTS

TO RESUME WORK

BANK ROBBERY
INDIANA

lake,
road
milesr Work is still proceeding night
road,
and day on the Circum-Baikelectric light being used at night,
so as to have the line in complete' order
before the lake freezes over.
Long War Is Predicted. ,
St. Petersburg, Oct. 8. Replying to
the statement of Count Okuma, leader
of the Progressive Party, that war with
Russia, will be long, but Japan would
win. in the end, the Novoe Vremya
today declares that the idea of a' possible comproniise with Japan has been
abandoned and it must be prosecuted
by Russia in such a way, that there can
be no possibility of Japan's renewing
th4 struggle. JJurope for thirty years
was under the menace of revenge for
Alsace. ... "If we conclude peace with
Japan all our efforts in the far east
will be valueless and we shall have to
spend enormous sums to keep up our
armament there. The Japanese once
for all, must be driven out of the Asiatic continent" ; It Is now accepted
here, that the reported naval fight off
Port Arthur was purely Imaginary.
The naval experts of the different
newspapers dwell upon the difficulties
which the Port Arthur squadron must
have experienced after the disastrous
sortie of August 10. The genera! opinion Is that the squadron could not venture out unlesssomething happened to
'
the warships, - of which there is no
In
here.
any case, the Rusknowledge
sian ships could" not go to the neutral
port of Che Foo, but must head for
Vladivostock, If the Baltic fleet was
approaching, however, the whole situ
--

r

$20,000.00.

Fowler, Ind., Oct. 8. Robbers dynamited the bank at Freeland at an early
hour this morning and it is reported secured $20,000,
The safe was blown
open and the entire side of the building was blown out. The noise aroused
the people of the town, who hurriedly
gathered at the wrecked building, but
the robbers had fled. .

ODELL TIRED
OF POLITICS
Governor Has So Expressed Himself
Would Not Accept United States
Senatorshlp.
New York, Oct. 8. "I am tired of office holding, I do not want any more of
it," said Governor Odell In this city today. "Does' this apply to United States
senatorship?" he was asked. "It does,"
' ,
:K
replied the governor.
RUSSIA'S BIG WHEAT
Saratoff, Russia, Oct.
road officials here are unable
the enormous accumulation
from the big harvest in the

part of Russia,

'

!

CROP.
The railto handle
of grain

southeast

'

LADY CURZON IMPROVING.
Walmer Castle, Kent, Oct 8. The
third London special arrived at Walmer Castle this morning. Lady Cur-,"
zon is reported better.

THEY RECEIVED
GREAT OVATION
Governor Otero and Senator Andrews
Welcomed by People of Chama
Republican Meeting at Tierra
Atnarllla Today.
Special to the New Mexican.
Chama, Oct. 7. Governor Otero
Senator W. H. Andrews, Republican
candidate for delegate, and accompany
ing party arrived here via the Denver
& Rio Grande on time
and at noon
There were several hundred people as
sembled at the depot and Governor
Otero and Senator Andrews received
a great ovation. Teams were in readiness and the entire party, including
the band, left imemdiately for Tierra
Amarilla, a distance-- of fifteen miles.
Upon returning from Tierra Amarilla
Sunday, the party will go: to San Juan
County, by special train tq Durango
and then overland to Aztec, the county
seat. The First Cavalry Band, under
the leadership of Professor Perez, will
be taken along.
Great preparations for today's Republican convention at Tierra Amarilla have been maHe and the occasion
will be one of the largest and best attended' Republican gatherings ever
held in northwestern New Mexico.
Speeches will be made by Governor
Otero, Senator Andrews, Judge A. J.
Abbott and Jose D. Sena.

ENTHUSIASTIC

,

RECEPTION
Given by People of Northern Rio Arriba to Governor Otero and Senator
Andrews County Pledges
,

- 1,000

RepublicanMajority.

Special to the New Mexican. .
Chama, N. M., Oct. 8. The great
northern counties of San Juan, Taos
and Rio Arriba, are alive with Republican enthusiasm. The journey yester-terdafrom Chama to Tierra Amarilla
of the. Andrews party was one
Horsemen
march.
and cariages' decorated with gorgeous
bunting extended over a mile down the
road escorting the carriage of Governor Otero and Senator Andrews. Every
resident within a radius of 50 miles
swarmed to the towns en route to welcome the candidate, School children
holding flags and singing national
hymns greeted Senator Andrews at
Park View. The journey was delayed
several hours by demonstrations. Never has Republican enthusiasm run as
high in the north. Senator Andrews is
undoubtedly popular as a candidate.
No campaign is necessary, bnt the people are making their own campaign.
Rio Arriba County is pledged to Andrews by one thousand majority. From
the reception It is evident that the
northern counties will poll a heavier
Republican vote than ever in the past.
It was impossible to refuse the urgent
request for speeches. Governor Otero
spoke for a few minutes in the school
house, which was jammed to the doors.
y

MARKET REPORT.
j
AND METAL,
oo
8.
Monev
New York, October
e'l.
nominal, no loans. Prim mercantile
r,
5 per cent. Silver 5.
paoer 4Jf
New York. October 8 Lead and
copper steady and unchanged.
STOCK MARKETS.
New York, October 8. Atchison 83 W;
New York Central. 1299
pfd.,
Pennsylvania, I33?g; aeumerc rarmc,
pra., ; 94; u.
59; Union Pacific.
S, Steel, l8K;pfd.,73.
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It will pay yon tarlTertIse,

The flood situation in the country
beyond Las Vega3 is getting no better
fast. The report now is that the trains
delayed here may get away and cross
the washout district today. The trou"
ble in the Rogers Canon, just below
Waldo is more serious than was anHere the flood swept the
ticipated.
track and roadbed for' a hundred yards,
for quite a distance everything.
Wi.s taken clear to the sheer side of
the bluff. It will be necessary to blast
through solid rock for a road bed before the track can be relaid. This
work is now going on; and it is believed will be completed by tonight. The
southern crews got across the four
mile Alameda gap yesterday morning
and reached Bernalillo by noon, and
this morning attacked the two-mil- e
gap.
at Elota. They; wi get over in time ,
to repair, the other slightly damaged
places by' the time the Rogers Canon,
difficulty is solved. . The passengers
took with stoicjsm the report that they
would be delayed in Las Vegas for still
another day. v
Northward the situation is no more
promising. In fact, . Division Superintendent Easley has gave doubt whether it will be wise to attempfj any sort
of a transfer. If such a decision is s.
reached, it will beat least t.wn
before anyone can get from Wat; ous
to. Springer except by driving the
whole distance. Twice the treacherous
Mora River has to be crossed if the
ten mile transfer be attempted and
unless it can be demonstrated beyond
preadventure that the trip can be made
without the slightest risk, the idea will
be given up and passengers! east and
from the east will be routed by other
lines until the damage can be repaired
so that trains can run.
Work on the Springer bridge over
the Red River has been completed and
the northern crew is now at Colmor..
All the crews will arrive within a day
or two at Shoemaker canon where the
most serious trouble is. The bridge '
crew at this end. has made a start for
installing, the cribbing and piping for
the west approach of the Mora bridge,
but it is slow work. There is almost
as much to be done- at the eastern
bridge over the Mora to say nothing
of the new road bed and track in the
canon. But some future day the sun
will shine again and the Santa, Fe will
be running trains as regularly as before the great flood of 1904.
A report from Chaperito
says that
the wife and three children of Francis
co Lucero were drowned at their home
during the night of the flood. He was
not at home al the time, but was at
his ranch, which is some distance from
there.
All four of the bodies were
found in the house, and it is surmised
that the water came up so quickly that
It was impossible for them to escape.
Mr: Lucero was at one time representative of SanMiguel County.
a teiepnone message received this
afternoon from Watrous-tellof the
finding of the body of a third woman in
the river below Watrous. Mrs. VIHir-eal'- s
body was discovered yesterday
a mile below Watrous. The body of
the grandmother was found five miles
below the town. The body found this
afternoon is reported to be of an American woman, but it is probably that of
Mrs. Tomas Acoste, mother of Mrs.
l.

''.
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Fu-sha- n

ship "Algerine: The Mineola sailed
from San Francisco on July 3 and from
Tacoma July 10, with a cargo of gener
At
al merchandise for Petropalovsk.
the time of its departure, it was indicated that it was carrying supplies destined for the use of the Russian troops
in the field. The vessel was on the return trip when wrecked.

District Around

BRIDGE IS COMPLETED

s

8.

;

IMPROVED
In Flooded

San Francesco, Oct. 8. The "Mer
St. Petersburg, Oct. 8. The meager-neschants' Exchange has received a cable dispatch from London stating that
of new3 from the front is increasthe steamer Mineola, Captain. Kirk- - ing the uncertainty regarding late dewood in command, bound from Petro- There is good warrant
velopments.
pavlosk, Siberia for this port, struck for'
belief
that Kuropatkin is
the
a reef off Figil bar on September 5
wreck. The offi strengthening his left flank to met the
and became-a-tota- l
cers and crew were rescued and taken Japanese turning" movement; troops
to Hakodate, Japan, by the British war now occupying the triangle from
'

National Bank of Commerce of New
JVitbera Tribesman In Southeastern
York Has Something Over
,
;
,. Africa Have Gone on the War" '.
$17,000,000.
, ,
.

SITUATION

Of

.

--

NO. 197.

OCTOBER 8, 1904;

.Senator Fairbanks 'Was Delivered
. This Morning at Rock Springs
a Big Crowd.''."'
i
I
Car

Island Today With
Imported From

ONE DEATH
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RAILROAD CLUB

AT ALAM0G0RD0
Three Hundred Fifty Knights of the
Rail Band Together for Amuse-- '
ment and

A railroad club with

has been organized

&30

members

at ', , Alamogordo.

The following officers have been elected: Edward Beazeley, president; T. H.
Burleigh, vice president;; C. J. Finger,'
secretary; F. Walker, treasurer;
Frank Simmons, George Majors and D.
Sullivan,' trustees. The club will maintain a reading room ,and amusement
hall as well as a philharmonic society.
A reception will be held next week and
a concert some time this month.
:

V

FOR PARKER AND DAVI8.
New York, Oct. 8. Chairman Tag-- v
gart, of the Democratic National Com
mlttee, received a dispatch from Mon- tana, today stating that the labor or- ganlzations of that state had endorsed,
the Parker and Davis electors of Moa- - ,
,

tana.

-

'Subscribe for tha New MaxIeMb
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, October 8 1904.
to the south, namely, the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa r- Railway,
the El Paso & Northeastern System
and the Arizona and Colorado, in addition to the other.north and south lines,
such as the Denver & Rio Grande, the
Colorado and Southern, and the Pecos
Valley and Northeastern. Then with
rail connection between Roswell in
Chaves County on the Pecos Valley and
Northeastern road to Torrance, the
terminus of the Santa Fe Central, and
on the El Paso and Northeastern, the
Territory will be pretty well crossed
from north to south and east to west
by steel tracks and with these, minor
tire, north
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connections will come In due course
of time.
Thousands of acres of coal lands have
been filed upon, the New Mexican is in
formed, by parties who are behind the
Arizona and Colorado, and the Arizona
and Eastern Railroad, especially in San
Juan, Valencia and Socorro Counties
These no doubt will be fully developed
as soon as reached by the 'lines of this
road and will become important factors in New Mexico's advancement,
prosperity and growth, increased population and wealth. The outlook for
New Mexico for 1905, especially with
the election of Roosevelt and Fair-

Tb New Mexican is the oldest
wwspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent
lo every postofflce in the Territory,
fnd has a larg- - and growing circulation among the intelligent and probanks
gressive people of the Southwest

the national ticket, and W.
H. Andrews as Delegate to Congress,
is very bright, promising and satisfactory indeed.

UNION(f)LABC&

on

A FEW QUESTIONS

FOR YOU, MR.
MONEY!
In speaking about the rate of taxation under Republican and Democratic
administrations, George P. Money,
candidate of the Democracy for Delegate to Congress, stated in his talk

here last week that the present administration had raised the tax rate from

'

f

)

The

ROOSEVELT
PEACE.
and

IS

FOR

It is reported that a faction of

Mar-garit-

the

Par-kerit-

e

newspapers, especially in New
York and Massachusetts, are saying,
that President Roosevelt is a man of
"Blood and Iron," "The Coming Man
cn Horseback" and in for strife and
war at every turn of the road and
wherever possible. They express great
fear that he is seeking to embroil this
country in a war with some of Europe'
powerful monarchies. Their charges
and newspaper fulminations are based
upon their own imaginations, nothing
more and nothing less. The Denver
Republican in this connection com'
ments upon the subject at the right
time and in the right spirit saying that
It will be recalled that in bis letter of
acceptance President Roosevelt not
only expressed himself in clear and
emphatic terms In favor of a policy of
ueace. but had laid special stress
upon the value of peace which comes
from doing justice. '
Something of this thought seems to
have been in his mind when in an ad
dress to a group of visiting scientists
the other day he used the following
language: .,
"I feel that not only do associations
and gatherings such as this mean much
for the scientific, the artistic, the intellectual development of all the nations takine Dart in them, but I feel
also that these gatherings help to pre-

pare the day for the tjime when the great
rules of right and of equity shall prevail among the nations, exactly as they
now in highly civilized countries pre
vail among individuals."
The best sentiment of the country is
entirely with President Roosevelt in
this. The American people desire that
right and equity shall prevail among
the nations. They want peace which
comes from doing justice to all with
whom we may deal. The peace they
want is not that which Patrick Henry
condemned and which he said was pur
chased at "the price of chains and
slavery," but the peace which a brave
and honorable people may offer or

sszi

Re-

publicans in this city and the
Romero Independent Unionists
in Las Vegas, may conclude to run Delegate B. S. Rodey as an independent
candidate for delegate to Congress.
The regular Republican candidate,
Senator W. H. Andrews, will be elected,
nevertheless, no matter what a few disgruntled Republicans may do or not
do. Mr. Andrews' candidacy is gaining
strength in every part of the Territory
and there are a good many sensible
Democrats who will vote for him, as
it is very apparent to all observing citizens of New Mexico, regardless of politics, that as delegate, Mr. Andrews
would accomplish far more for. the Territory within the two years of the delegate's term than would Mr. Money
in ten terms. This situation is so apparent and presents itself in such a
forceful light that discussion of it
'
seems futile.
faced
Encouraged by a few pussy-ca- t
certain Filipinos who
were chiefs of bands of assassins under the Aguinaldo regime, are loudly
proclaiming that the Filipinos must
be given an independent government
and that without delay. If not, they
assert, that the consequences will be
fearful. They probably mean to go
into the assassination business again
for which they are beautifully fitted
by character, education and associa
tion. They propose to hold a mass
meeting in Manila tomorrow and resolute upon this mater in the strongest
possible language. "They may resolute
until the cows come home," but this
is all the good it will do them, at least
for a. few years to come.

The destruction and damage in this
to railroad and private prop
Territory
7.25 mills to 15.51 mills! When such
erty by the floods of last week will, acstatements appear in irresponsible
cording to appearances, amount to sevDemocratic newspapers they may be
eral millions of dollars, and will prove
a great hardship to the people; it must
passed over in silence on the old theory
of "considering the source," but when
be borne, however, and the sooner the
solemnly delivered by a candidate for
people set to. work to repair the great
office from a public platform it is but
damage done and to rebuild, the better
for them. The railroads, of course,
right that they should be refuted.
if Mr. Money had stated that
must replace their washed out tracks
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN theNow,
This is the peace which, comes from and rebuild them at once. This will
tax levy for general purposes under
Governor Thornton was 7.25 mills he doing justice. It is not the product of give immediate employment to the la
would have come within a negligible fear either on our part or on the part boring men and will relieve the situa
TICKET.
fraction of the truth, and candor would of those with whom we might become tion somewhat.
have required him to continue by stat- involved in conflict. It is the peace
The citizens and property owners of
ing that the same levy under Governor which a strong, courageous govern
For President,
Otero has been 6 mills. He might have ment can secure, retaining the respect Santa Fe should indeed be very friend
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
elaborated upon this subject by in- of those who rival us in military ly to the present Republican Territorforming his audience that Thornton strength and also of those who recog- ial administration. Through Superin
For Vice President,
tendent Bursum of the Territorial pen
levied nothing for sinking funds to re- nize their martial Inferiority.
CHARLES WARREN FAIRBANKS.
deem bonds, nothing for public imitentiary a number of street improvement's have been made and this policy
RAILROAD PRESIDENTS COME
provements, nothing' for educational
For Delegate to the 59th Congress,
will be continued.
Valuable aid is
HIGH.
buildings and next to nothing for terWILLIAM H. ANDREWS.
ritorial institutions, but that the averL. F. Loree. president of the Great also being extended in the construction
age total levy during his administra- Rock Island system, has just resigned of the new high school building of this
tion was 9.27 mills.
f
and is to be succeeded by B. F. Wlia-- city. This state of affairs should be
WESTERN NEW MEXICO ASSURED
The average total under Otero has chell, who Is the head of the mechani duly appreciated. The present Terri
QF A NORTH AND SOUTH
been 4.65 mills greater thp.n that under cal department of the Chicago, Rock torial administration is certainly prov
RAILROAD.
Thornton and the reasons for the in- - Island & Pacific Railroad and its sub- ing itself a friend to this city.
Western New Mexico will in all prob- vi voc o wis yjs 1UUUU CHLil CiJ ill 1CV ICQ
sidiary lines. But nine months ago Mr,
The chances are that the map of
ability soon have a north and south for purposes that were absolutely Loree left the Baltimore & Ohio, of
railroad from Durango to Clifton, Ari- neglected while the Democratic
which he was then the president, to New Mexico will again be changed by
party
zona, and from a point or the road in was in power, namely, public institu
accept the presidency of the Rock Is the coming legislative assembly, which
Socorro County through Grant County tions and
fund'3 and land and was given a cash bonus of a meets in January next in this city.
charities,
sinking
to a connection with the El Paso and Improvements.
half million of dollars and an annual Some more new counties may be made.
Southwestern Railroad, and the South-eMr. Money refers sarcastically to the salary of seventy-fivthousand dollars, The policy of creating small counties
Pacific at Lordsburg. Articles of "privilege" which his fellow citizens the contract to run for five
proving of benefit to the common
years. His
Incorporation have just been filed for enjoy in the way of paying taxes.
management since then has not proven wealth and why should it not be con
the Arizona and Colorado Railroad
Are you not aware of the fact, Mr. satisfactory to the owners of the sys tinued?
from Durango, Colorado, to Clifton, Money, that
during the past six years tem, the Moore Brothers, of St. Louis,
Arizona, which will be 450 miles in your fellow citizens have enjoyed the and their friends. It is said that the
Russia is a good country for the fur
length and of which a portion will be "privilege" of paying 3.20 mills on the "'Rock Island Route" has lost both dealers. That St. Petersburg corresrun through the Counties of San Juan, dollar each year for the sole
purpose ppearer and freight traffic since Mr. pondent reports that the government
McKinley, Valencia and Socorro in this of wiping out deficits left by Governor Loree assumed charge, the cause, as has Sent five hundred thousand,- fur
coats to Manchuria for the Russian
Territory. The branch road will be Thornton and other Democratic
alleged, being that the latter introducknown as the Arizona and Eastern
ed eastern methods in this western
for winter use. This, however,
Railroad and will be built from a point
not aware of the fact, Mr, railroad system and that these were may be another one of those St. PeAre
you
on the main road in a southeasterly di- - Money, that more than
$20,000 of the found to be detrimental and Ineffective, tersburg stories which do not pan out
rection through Grant County to Lords-- amount paid for extra employes
by the hence the change. With well managed when investigated.
burg. This will be 150 miles long. The Democratic legislature of 1895 were railroad organizations, the results
Some people always hope for the un
Incorporators are citizens of Tucson, secured by the artificial creation of a show for themselves and if these are
'
Arizona, and 18,000 shares of the par "Special Deficit Fund," for the
not
attainable.
This is the reason why the
are
the
presidents
satisfactory
good
each have been sub- reason that there was not
value
held responsible and must Democratic campaign managers in New
generally
enough
scribed. It is understood that the cap- money in the treasury at
time to giev away to men who will do better Mexico hope for Mr. Money's election
italists behind the scheme have money meet even current interestthat
for the stockholders and bond owners in JNOvemoer ot this year.
coupons?
of their own to carry out their plans
further
And;
Mr. Money, There is no sentiment whatever in
than
and that the road will be principally are you not aware of this,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
the fact that the these matters with railroad corpora
tions and that is probably one of the Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
built to supply the extensive smelting Otero administration haa
paid off
works at Clifton, Bisbee and Douglas
nearly $400,000 of bonded debt inherit- principal reasons why they are so pow All druggists refund the money if it
coal
from
erful in this country. The fact that
the vast coal beds in ed from its predecessors?
with
fails to cure. K. W. Grove's signature
western San Juan County and south of
railroad
company can afford to pay its Is on each box. 25c.
Come again, Mr. Money!there. This, coal traffic alone would
thousand dollars
president twenty-fivmore than the president of the United
prove profitable and would give the DAVE HILL'S
Bankers, merchants and business
ARGUMENTS MAKE States receives and
new road sufficient business to pay
give him a bonus men generally, who are in need of
NO VOTES.
fair dividends.
dollars (this being books such as day,
Former Senator David Bennett Hill of a half million
journals, cash and
to the salary of the presi ledgers for the
The country through which the road Is
equivalent
year 1905, should not
state
of New York for dent of the United States for ten
stumping the
will pass in this Territory is absolutely
fail to call at the New Mexican bind
the Parker-Daviticket. He addressed
is also important and should be ery or address the same for
years)
virgin as to the development of its re- a public
in
figures and
gathering
Albany on Tues- considered
sources. It is a splendid stock country,
the people of the Unit samples. Loose leaf
'
ledgers of the
day last and his principal stock of ed States asby
contains In part good timber, possesses trade was abuse of
showing that this nation best kind are also manufactured at the
President Rooselarge areas of coal and there are good velt and of the policy of the adminis- is served better and more cheaply in New Mexican bindery. All work is
its various departments, especially by
mineral regions in it. From an agri- tration in the Panama
s
guaranteed to be of
material
Canal matter its
are the and of the best workmanship and the
than
cultural standpoint except in San Juan and the secession
highest
functionaries,
of Panama from
wealthy corporations and the powerful prices will be found as low as com
County, so far it amounts to but little. the
of
Colombia.
He
of capital.
But with .water 'storage reservoirs, called Republic
patible with superior work. The New
the President a lawless aggregations,
Mexican bindery is the largest in the
many thousands of acres can be irri- man, who utterly ignored the mandates
Southwest and home people, here and
gated and prosperous farming settle of the Constitution, the laws of the
A Washington dispatch announces
ments formed. As the road will cross land and
set by former ad- that it is very likely that Chairman elsewhere in the Territory, should give
precedents
the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad it will ministrations and so forth. The
B. Cortelyou of the Republican it preference and support it liberally as
Sage George
give north, east and central New Mex- of Wolfert's Roost is becoming
National Committee will be appointed it is a home institution and employes
cranky
' Ico track communication with western
in his old age and that is about the Post Master General to fill the vacancy quite a force of skilled workmen,
New Mexico via khe Santa Fe Railway most
helps evcharitable construction that can caused by the death of H. C. Payne, a Building up
and the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad be set upon
few days ago. The appointment, it is ery business man in many ways.
The
latter
will
hjs
rantings.
There is much beautiful scenery along not hurt President
nor will understood, will not be made until
;
tms line and this wMl prove attractive they make votes for Roosevelt
LOW RATES VIA DENVER & RIO
Parker
Davis. about December first, next. If made,
and
to tourists and traverys. It will give If there is
GRANDE.
will
to
be
it
and
approved
by
pleasing
one
any
thing upon which
the farming settlements of San Juan the people of
Denver and return, $22.55. Colorado
this country can be said the people, as Mr. Cortelyou possesses
County a northern oitlet to Durango, to be united, it is the administration's peculiar qualifications for the proper Springs, $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55. Good
as well as to the south and east, and policy in these
For eighty administration of the vast government to return until ' October 31st.
will enable the agricultural parts of the years have the questions.
B. W. ROBBINS,
de
people of the United al machine, called the
Frisco and Gila Valleys to reach the States been desirous of
will
That
he
the
Passenger
Traveling
partment.
prove
Agent Santa Fe.
having con
east and north by rail.
structed a water way across the Isth proper man for the place cannot be
The carrying out of this project and mus of Panama, under the
Major S. K. Hooper, General Passen
and doubted, judging from his past record
the construction of the line cannot but supervision of the United charge
great ability as an ger and Ticket Agent of the Denver &
States. It and his
.prove of great benefit to the entire may be truthfully said that not over executive and organizing official.
Rio Grande, has authorized very low
rates to Santa Fe from all stations on
Territory. It will bring its western five per cent of the people are aeralnst
part into closer touch with the rest the proposition.
The outlook for the building of rates to Santa Fe from all station on
Hill is
and will make travel and freight con- welcome to all the capital be has made some six hundred to eight hundred the D. & R. G. between Durango and
nections with central and eastern New and can make out of the speeches al- miles of railroad in New Mexico dur- Santa Fe for the New Mexico Terri
Mexico speedy and comfortable.
The ready delivered by him or which he ing the year 1905 Is bright If this rail- torial Fair at Albuquerque, N. M., Oct.
benefits which will be derived from Its will make In the future upon the Pan road construction should occur, and 10th to 15th. For Information regardama Canal matter. The Republican the probabilities
all favor it, New ing these rates apply to agents or B.
building cannot be
"When finished, New Mexico will have party Is not fearful of the success that Mexico will experience a very prosper
W. Robbing, Traveling Freight and
ous
new
three lines parallel to each other from will attend him,
.
Agent, Santa Fe, H. N.
Passenger
yean
t.
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means love of home, of wife, of children'and
dependents!

It means protection of faosiness'ctedtt, and
old age !
honest,
self-respecti-

e

ng

Its jvse by individuals has become the measure of their Judgment, their thrift and their
character, and thereby the test of their civil:
:
:
isation and their progress :
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sol-die- rs

7

Areyotf carrying all the insurance you can? If
hot,fget a policy in THE EQUITABLE, quick!

1

AIRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,

I
!

102lChapelle St., Santa Fe,'N. M
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Undertaker and
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Sateriay, October .S, 1 904.
Every woman covets .
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
loss of their flrirlkh forma
after marriage.

xyJaDmfBDd

The bearing

of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliriess.
All of this can be avoided.
kowever, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
peat liniment
peeserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
anger of child-birtthis critical period without j. Jn. It is woman's greatest blessing,
thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
se of this wonderful
h,

"

CROSS EXAMINATION.

STRAIGHT FROM
THE SHOULDER
The Republicans of San Juan County
Do Not Mince Words in Expressing Their Opinion.
.

The New Mexican has just received
the resolutions unanimously passed by
the Republican county convention of
San Juan County, which was held last
week at Aztec. These are very strong
and to the point, so the New Mexican
republishes them as of Interest to the

Only Strengthen the Testimony
of Santa Fe Citizens.
And
You
J. no
testimony which follows will
OUR TRAINS. We
stand the test of closest investigation,
of.; such evidence
in
will strengthen it. Proof of this na
ture Is plentiful In Santa Fe and the
most skeptical can hardly doubt the
claims made for "The Little Conquer
or, when placed face to face with the
public utterances of friends, neigh
Two
bors and local citizens. Read the' ex
AH
perience given below; it may. save you
many hours of future trouble:
Lino Romero, driver of delivery
,
Addreu the undersigned for foil and reliable Information..
,
,wagon for Kaune and Company, resl W. D.
A. G. P. A.,
MURDOCK,
A. DULOTlERYdence Palace a v., says: "Sometimes my
Commercial Agent El Paeo, Texae.
City of Mex'co.
back ached acutely, sometimes It was
a dull pain just ateross the loins, and
when in the acute' stage, I have been
laid up for two or three days at a time
I never took anything for it as the at
tacks seemed to disappear as myster
iously as .they came, but when suffering from one-- happened to' read about
Doan'a Kidney. Pills in a Santa Fe pa
per, and I went to Ireland's Pharmacy
for a box. It absolutely stopped the at
tack."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Fostef-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N,
i... sole agents for the United states
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.

so see the Silver Lining.
do it from
above them places.

n
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Flexican Central Railway
With Its

Reaches
of

public and as very timely reading. The
resolutions say:
The Republicans of San Juan Coun
all
about
took,4elling
ty, in convention aosembletj, reaffirm
this liniment, will be sent free.
their faith and devotion to the old time
texiiitor Co., Atlfiata, 6a.
principles of the Republican Party of
the Nation and fully endorse the pres
ent National platform as enunciated
by the National Republican convention
at Chicago.
SCIENTIFIC
We rejoice in the nomination of
President Roosevelt and his running
S At tw
mate, Senator Fairbanks, and while we
have no vote in their election, we will
Parlors
Undertaking
hail with joy their successful election,
Tka Latest Scientific Methods ( tasenm
which will insure the continued pros'
of the whole country
perity
D0R0TE0
SENA.
tmm
Oar
the
Night
CaUs
by
Answered
Nrten
gm
irt Employed.
We fully endorse the two administra
Fitted
Ut
Na.
Salts
and
ef
w
a
at
Appropriately
Ma Read. Oar Parian CmsW
Nicely
tions of Governor Otero of New Me.v
Uacata Arcane. West SUc Plaza, Seats Ft, New Mcxke,
ico, and point with pride to the great
Improvement and wonderful progress
ALU KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING.
SCRATCH PAPER.
of the Territory of New Mexico during Made
from ledgei, Hnen. flat and book
the past eight years, and we congratu papers at 10 cents p8r
pound at th
late the citizens of this Territory on New Mexican. This is scrap
paper put
the splendid work of the two adminis- up in pads a. id is less th..n the
papet
trations and hone for a continuance of orlffinally cost "Jnly a limited supply.
the same unbounded improvement and
of every
prosperous development
JUST AS YOU WANT. portion of our new and growing
FINE MONUME NTS TO ORDER.
The
Bon
Ton Is not leased to some
Territory. We recognize In Governor man who is
trying to make all he can
Otero one of the best and most
his
lease
it is managed by the
during
governors New Mexico has
ever had, and one who has devoted owner.
You can dine a la carte or table d'
himself earnestly and faithfully to the
hote
just as you want.
President of the Shakespearian Club, Kansas City.
best interest of the whole people.,
You can have an apartment of 2, 3,
San
The Republicans of
Juan County 4 or 6
rooms, just as you want.
" Your booklet came to my
nervous tension. 1 he nerves
are unanimously in, favor of single
You can be "at home" be as you
'soon begin to give way Under
home like a message of health
New
of
for
statehood
the Territory
want.
the strain . You perhaps j ump
when I had suffered with
Mexico under and according to the
at any unusual disturbance,
headache, backache and bearing-without
any joind
present boundaries,
or laugh or weep, hysteridown
pains. I was weak,
NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR.
er or connection with the Territory of
nervous and hysterical and
cally, at no apparent cause.
That is what Miss Fay Lee,
Arizona.
had not consulted any doctor,
1004,
Albuquerque, N. M. Oct. 10th-15t603
North Seventh Street,
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
We. point with pride to the nomina
thinking it would pass away
Kansas City, Kansas, was
in time, but instead I found
tion of W. H. Andrews for our next sell tickets, to Albuquerque and return
that the pains increased and
coming to when she rescued
in Congress and recognzaj from all points between Denver and EI
delegate
herself
Wine
of
dewere more frequent. I
by taking
in him one of tho ablest and most act Pasfl Texas. The rate from Santa Fe
Cardui. The Wine made
cided to try Wine of Cardul
Mia Fay Let,
ive men in the Territory. We recog will be S2.G5 for the round trip, dates of
her a stronff, healthy woman
and in a short time was much
other
nize in him a moving, active man "who sale October 9th to 14th Inclusive, frood
improved. It seemed to act like a charm. again, as it has made a million indue-ing
I kept up the treatment and the result women strong and healthy. ' By
does things," a man of vast experience for return limit until Oct. 17th, 1904.'
was most satisfactory. Words fail to exregular menstruation the entire
and progressive ideas and habits. We
H, S. Lutz, Agent.
press my gratitude for the suffering that system is relieved of the terrible wasting
and realize his great work in
recognize
is now saved me. I am in fine health, drains. The
which hold the
ligaments
the development of the rich, natural re
physically and mentally, I can only say womb in place are strengthened by a
Cause of Lockjaw.
sources of New Mexico in the buildin
'thank you', but there is much more in
is
returned,
and
flow
that
or tetanus, is caused by a
organ
Lockjaw,
healthy
for
heart'
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, and
you."
my
to its normal position.
bacillus or germ which exists plentiReturning
rjriEABING-DOWthe recent survey of that road through
pains are the health is the result. This is what
in street dirt. It is inacetive so
I
worst tiB& women know. If Wine of Cardui has done for thousands
Sal
San Juan County and the building of fully as
I YM
to the air, but when
trouthis
from
long
are
suffering
you
the Albuquerque Eastern branch. We carried exposed
ble you need not be uncertain of the best women in America.
beneath
the skin, as in the
able
and
recognize his past exporience
If you need advice write The Ladies'
about it. The pains in the abdomen
caused
wounds
by
percussion caps or
work in Washington for statehood for
and back that feel as if heavy weights Advisory Department, The Chattaby rusty nails, and when the air Is ex
most
and
or
nerves
vast
his
the
and
Mexico
down
New
on
the
were pulling
cluded tlie germ is roused to
nooga Medicine Company, Chattanooga,
stomach are "bearing-dow- n
pains". Tenn., describing all your symptoms
powerful influence with the Republican and produces the most virulentactivity
severe
poison
at
They may not be particularly
administration in Washington and his known. These
and a letter of advice will be
be
may
germs
destroyed
present but they are growing worse. freely,
of
great and powerful hold upon the great and all danger of lockjaw avoided
That headache which nearly drives you sent you. Secure a $1.00 bottle Wine
Pennsylvania delegation in Coneres'3 by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
distracted now is caused by the terrible of Cardui from your druggist
rendering him the most able, powerful freely as soon as the injury is received.
and influential man that New Mexico Pain Balm is an
A million suffering women
anticeptic and causes
have found relief in
could send to represent it in the Con
and
like injuries to heal
bruises
cuts,
Wine of Cardui.
,
gress of the United States.
without maturation and in one third
The Republicans of San Juan
the time
by the usual treatare in favor of any and every hon ment. It isrequired
for sale by all druggists.
will
office.
New
Mexican
sale
The
at
measure
kinds
for
blanks
of
that
all
and
orable
worthy,
Legal
improve and build up our new and
Notice for Publication.
growing Territory and the various
(Homestead
Entry No 5370.)
of
favor
We
are
in
counties thereof.
j
of
the Istbkiob.
Dbpaktmnt
measures that will strengthen our pub
f und Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sent. 24. 1R0t.
Notice in hereby ariven that the following:
lie roads and public schools. We faysettler has filed notice of his intention
or all measures that will advertise the named
to make nunl proof in support of his claim
the
rich natural resources of this Territory nnd that said proof will be made before
or receiver a Santa Fe. N. M on
and bring capital and enterprise into register
nov ,i, 1WJ4. viz: uiiadalupe Montano for the
V We handle the leading Brands of
our borders. We point with pride to Lots 1.122. 3 and,Hesection iK). township H north
names the following witKENTUCKY BOURBONS
range east.
the splendid work of the Bureau of In nesses to prove his continuous
residence
of
said lbnd. viz: Pedro
cultivation
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
migration in disseminating and dis- upon
Kibera. Faustin Orriz. Hnriifnnln Sandoval.
all of Pecos. N. M
tributing proper and suitable litera Manuel Sandoval,
Goods bought in bond, purity guaranteed.
ASUnub&K. Otbko. Register.
ture descriptive of the country and
PURE CALIFORNIA WINES. IMPORTED
advertising its rich natural resources
If troubled with a weak digestion
abroad and in bringing many good cit
DOMESTIC CIGARS
TOBACCOS
izens and much needed capital into the try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
'
Tablets. They will do you good. For
Our Club Rooms are Large, Comfortable and Airy.
Territory.
We recognize in Judge Granville sale by all druggists.
V' Pendleton, who so ably and faithfully
AKERS C& TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
represented San Juan County and his
Notice for Publication.
Francisco St.
' (Homestead Entry No. 7979.)
224
,
Telephone No. 94
legislative distript in the two past legto
islatures, ai3 one we can commend
Department of ihi Intkeioh.
Land Office at Santi Fe. N. M.. Sent. 15. 1SU
the respect and confidence of the peoNotice is
given that the following
ple. In. the past four year-- he has named settlerhereby
has filed notice of his intenmost certainly done more for the up- tion to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made be
building of the county than ,any other fore the register or reoeiver
at Santa Fe. N.
M.. on Oct. Z6. 1904. viz: Cosine D. Carrillo for
representative who has ever repre- the
Lota 3 and 4. n'i aw1, section 26, townsented the county, who has worked for ship 18 north, range 10 east.. He names
following witnesses to prove his contiThat is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- - the many - improvements In the laws the
nuous residence upon and cultivation of aid
t! pie with our fine
public
highways,
land, viz: Octaviano Rodriguez. Nicolas
public
governing
Baca. Pedro O. Ortiz. Luciano Ortiz all of
He has Santa
schools,, towns and villages.
Fe, N. M.
K. UTEBO. KeglSter,
procured for San Juan County its present court house, which ia a credit to
the county. Through the Bureau of
Immigration he has procured for the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
county hundreds of dollars worth bf
That there Is some difference
advertising matter and lit-

.dBRfii.

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

I

Will

Thousand Miles of Track

the Principal Places

Interest and Note.

DUDROW & MOfJTEfJIE

sTfie

MISS FAY LEE,

WiCKOFF, SEAMANS BENEDICT, i645Chmpa St., DENVER, Colo
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers. Santa Fe. N. JH.

hie BBira a
Denver

y.

&

1 C3BII

SISTEl

Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western,
& Santa Fe and Rio Grande

urande

Rie'

v

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo Cripple) Creek, Leadvllle,
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
"

N

.

Remington Typewriter lasls e,qt$l 5o does he Rcmingtoif0p6ralor.i
wyckoff. 5eamon$ & Benedicr. 327 Broadway. New York

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTP
To

all Mountain Resorts

v

;

"TThe Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Snroute to the Pacific 'Coast

THROUGH

WINE of CARD VI

BETWEEN

i

.

DENVER

. '

AND

ALAMOSA

SLEEPING
"

GIBS

SALT LAKE CITY
CRIPPLE CHEEK OGDEN
LEADVILXB
PORTLAND
OLKNWOOD SPfS SAN FRANCISCO
GR4ND JUNCT-tfvLOf NGRLBs

DINING CARS

SKKHrK

A

I.aCARTIOI

THE' CLUB

FARMING

,

'

'

On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. If., are the geM
mining districts of Ellsabethtown and. Bald, when important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated ground ma fe
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as (avet-abl- e
to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws,

1MB

2o

GarBeld Avenue, Near A, T.

OFFICE:

S.

F. Depot

,

Near Baton, N. X., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of ate
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found ae
good wages for any wishing to work daring the seasons that farming as
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

RATON. NEW MEXICO

n is n o

OPERA

FIDE WOOD

Tour order will receive prompt and careful attention.

OAPITAL .OOAL

'

The AUxivell Land Grant Co

GOAL

Id wood. Our wood It the' beet
to be had ft always at your call- -

Theee farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offerai
Price of land wkth pss
petaal water 'ights from $17 to $33 per acre, according to location. Pip
nenta may be made In ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fralta 0t
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

x60LD AlINES- .-

'

Not Luck Bat Results.

the

A. M. DETTBLBACH, Mgr.

same with the result of bringing hundreds of peorte and thousands of dollars of capital into the county. He has,
1
through a Joint concurrent resolution For one week A-- f
in the last legislature, induced the IrCommenning
rigation commission and the Departa
THE
to
ment of the Interior
appropriate
million and a half of dollars for stor-ag- e
FOUJJTAIi
reservoirs in San Juan County and
as a result of his work along this line
THEATER COPAJW
a large corps of engineers is now making the preliminary survey for this THE OLDEST, LARGEST, BEST
great work of irrigation. He has proven himself an able, fearless and IndePEOPLE
,20
fatigable worker, both in and put of Band and Orchestra
,
season, for .the best interests of San
All New Plays
v4s. .
Juan County, and his work has borne
'
'
fruit and is visible and in evidence on Refined Specialties
' '
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No
man has done more
Special Scenery
every hand.
for San Juan County in the past four
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Trousers cut coorectly.

$17.50
--

or

v

We are showing the new Brown Mixtures in Single or Double Breasted styles
r arrow collars and lapels well formed shoulders an handsomely tailored.
$23.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $45. for Suit elegance.

See the Samples Displayed in our Window

MAR

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

T.

IP

We're positive IT'S HERB- - We've Suits you can pat right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and are right in every
way. Handsome in fabric, stylish in cut, faultless In fit. and withal at a reasonable price. It Isn't every store that can match up to these requirements not
"by a long shot." If you b vour Fall Suit here, you'll get something.
r

Out of the Ordinary Rat

BROS.
SELIGHAN
r

Winding"

CO.

"

Announce the arrival of their complete and

TI(E SUIT YOU'RE L00IIVG FOR!
'

IMCOHPORATED 1903

up-to-da-

te

ALL S TOO Ig.
he.

JACKETS,
CAPES, LADIES' HATS, TRIMMINGS,
DRESS GOODS,
CLOTHING,
HATS.
SKIRTS, MEN'S FURNISHINGS,
CARPETS, RUGS, ETC., ETC.

at Eastern

We take orders for suit? and guarantee a fit

Prices

THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE
TELEPHONE 36

GOODS!

P. O. BOX 219

f

rIT
vUAl vUUn

by1 Mr.' Alexander, of New York,
A V
rado, chief engineer in charge of the bers
fHTTTV
1 I,
InPueblo
accompanied
by Mr. Grunsfeld. As alii
irrigation system of the
dians in New Mexico, arrived from the these performers are superior musiSOCIAL AND PERSONAL south yesterday, from the Zuni Pueblo, cians, the event proved a great, treat.
where he is engaged in superintending Light refreshments were served immeof a great dam and ir- diately preceding the impromptu con- Held Well Attended and
Miss Fannie Ingersoll, of Monroe, the construction
Enthusiastic
in the Zuni River Val- cert, after which dancing was resumed.
system
Convention at Tucumcari October
rigation
Michigan, has asked for winter accomHe The, following club members and their
Indians.
of
these
benefit
the
for
ley
First Strong Ticket Norn-- .
modations at Sunmount.
Messrs.
is a guest at teh Palace. He had been guests were in attendance:
Inated.
The Misses Hortense and Jean
acand Mesdames A. C. Ireland, George A.
tied up at Albuquerque all week on
A MU LOT
aMfaetanr of
left this morning for Las An- count of the washouts and finally Fleming, R. C. Garrett, C. N. Lord, J.
The
of Quay County
geles, California, where they will visit drove overland to Santa Fe.
L. Seligman, C. W. Dudrow, A. Chaves, held a Republicans
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
very well attended and enthus
for several montsh.
A.
G.
R.
S.
I.
B.
sons
two
Gibson,
Cartwright,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Lee and
iastic convention for the noni'nation
Mrs. W. H. Hahn, of Albuquerque, will make their home at Alamosa, Col Hanna, J. J. Goutchey, H. E. Denton, of a
SILVERWARE,
county ticket on the first of Octowho has ben in the city for a week on orado, hereafter, Mr. Lee having been Charles L. Bishop; Mesdames Bursum, ber, at Tucumcari.
to
NukMrs.
F.
E.
a
visit her daughter,
Woods and Gib Montoya, was electedGregorio Flores of
ALL KTJfM OF DMMM V
appointed superintendent of the fourth Fiske, Hersey; Misses
permanent chairing, left today for her southern hOme. division of the Denver & Rio Grande son; .Dr. Wheelon.Messrs, Watson, man an N. V. Gallegos,
Fob Chum,
of TJwcumcari,
Mrs., E. A. Fiske is in St. Louis on Railroad,
with headquarters in that Robbins, Grunsfeld, Alexander, Pallett, was elected permanent secretary. The
Vffifrc Keck Chains,
a visit to her mother and sisters and town. Mr. and Mrs. Lee are well and Zook, Pierce, Crandall, Carl Bishop.
following ticket was nominated: C. D.
FlHgree Souvenir Spoons,
also to view the sights at the World's favorably known here as they have reHenderson, of Montoya, commissioner
, PilifrM Brooch Pint.
Fair. She will be absent several sided in this city for a year, during
of First district; T. A. Wayne, commisweeks.
which Mr. Lee was general manager
sioner of Second district; Secundo
Filigree Bracelets,
Fe Central Railway, SanSanta
of
F.
the
Rev.
of
the
Marques, commissioner of Third disSevier,
pastor'
George
Migtoa Pari Cmm,
trict; Donald Stewart, of Tucumcari,
Presbyterian church in this city, left ta Feans are glad to have him near,
for treasurer and
this morning-foAlbuquerque to at- knowing that he will visit this city''
collector;
Over One Hundred Men Idle at Ala. Pedro Gallegos, of Endee, for sheriff;
tend the Presbyterian synod of New quite often. Soilo Montbya,of Tucumcari, for pro-baMexico and Arizona.
Last evening the congregation of the
mogordo Owing to Railroad
Tle-Ujudge ; J. V. Gallegos, of TucumJ. M. McLeish, a traveling 'salesman" Methodist Episcopal church tendered
J. L. Shively, a
for
new
cari,
their
had
been
tied
probate clerk; George McCar-- '
from
who
pastorRev.
Albuquerque,
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
in
the
The
of
Journal
parlors
gar,
Daily
Alamogordo
Tucumcari,
a
on
of
over
reception
week
account
for
very
here
superintendent of
pleasant
up
the floods, left for the Duke Citv via of the church. Rev. George F. Sevier, makes the following notes regarding schools; John Campbell, Tecumcari,
for surveyor.
;.
.
the Santa Fe this morning.
pastor of the Presbyterian church, on the flood situation in Otero County:
MetnO'
"J. H. Owen, justice of the peace at
The following
resolutions
were
Mrs. Dorothy Bowman Moores arid behalf of the members of the
'
wel Cloudcroft, and George M. Poe. the adopted:
of
address
made
the
dist
church,
C.
Bowman, who have
mother, Mrs. W.
Miss sawmill man, came in last night fccm
Resolved: We endorse the Nationbeen visiting for several weeks at the come and Mr. Shively responded.
and Cloudcroft. Mr. Poe tells us that the al Republican platform and Theodore
at
the
organ
presided
Schormoyer
Hickox ranch, near Tesuque, left this
several hymns were sung, after which railroad was under water in several Roosevelt for president.
morning for El Paso, Texas.
Resolved: We endorse our Territorladies served dainty refreshments. places as they came down, and that
Edward Ealey, who for the past few the were
inclem
Luz
was
in
the
ial
rain
the
La
administration as administered by
very
Headquarters For
heavy
despite
present
months has been clerk "at the Claire Many of
our worthy Governor, Miguel A. Otero.
and Fresnal canons.
the weather.
ency
Hotel, left this morning for Albuquer
Resolved: We endorse the nomina"Something over one hundred men
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo. wife
que, where he will take a position as
in the shops and in other tion of W. H. Andrews for delegate:
employed
of
El
all
Mrs.
Hamilton,
clerk in the Sturges Hotel in that city, and sister,
lines of railroad work have been 'laid
arrived in the city Wednesday, ex off
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. McCord, who had
temporarily, It is said, pending the
BETTER LIST.
Santa
intended to leave on a visit to St. Lou pecting to go from here via the
Try a Jar of
of traffic after the washresumption
List of letters remaining uncalled
the
to
a
for
visit
Louis
to
St.
Fe
is last Saturday, but were prevented
out
have been repaired. Quite for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M.,
this could a damages
BISHOP S GRAPE FBUITRTE OR OBflHGEflTE
and had hoped World's Fa. Finding that
number of the men have tired of idle- for the week
by the railroad tie-userious
of
the
ending October 8, 1904.
to start today, have postponed their not be 'done on account
ness and have gone to other locations. If not
for within two weeks
Jaramil
called,
Colonel
on
the
road,
washouts
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
"The railroadcompany is giving em- will be Bent to the dead letter office
trip until next Saturday.
"
to
his
home,
lo returned yesterday
VEGETABLES DAILY
in the way of cooking, bridge at Washington: 7
Miss Staab, who "last week attended while Mrs. Jaramillo
and Mrs. Hamil ployment
the San Geronimo festival at the Taos ton remained here, guests at the A. J. work or anything they have to do, to as Aouna. Mrs Francltea HerDnndei, Pedro
'
Garci
Knopf. J G
Pueblo, returned to Santa Fe the fore Martinez home, on Chapelle Street, ex many as possible of those laid off. Arohuleta,
I
Moffat B N
Mafgrlta
to
as
soon
as
want
all
reinstate
tesThey
of
week.
She
the
H
the
Maea. Joile
part
Cros. SA
enjoyed
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
pecting to go to St. Louis whfen travel" the roads are repaired. '
Montolla, Jose Tito
Clark, L - '
tivities very much, but had" a rather communication
fc ax
Mr
Cullen.
is
Montoya,
t
"News has been received here that "abates. Simon
odor-pro- of
rainy time of it coming back.
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigh- t,
guintana. Fraoolsco
Manuel
of
Doctor
home
more
men
at
no
on
are
needed
the
Daw
Eaplnosa,
the
On
evening,
Thursday
Mrs. J. A. Wood and her mother,
Annie
!
Montoya
Mr. son line where there have been many Flnalea.
F.
packages . . . .
Mrs.
and
Charles
Mr.
Easley,
Joan
Maximiano
Rivera,
to
Mrs. Bland, who were
have returned
Seferlna Ptoffden, Seoundino
Mrs. J. H. Crist entertained in employed on account of the recent Gavaidon,
to
Rivera
Saturday evening of last and
Rodriguez Mariya M
- washouts.
son
Edward's
their
of
FrancUca
birthday.
honor
Garcia
Komero, Poilria
St.
from
had
been
week
Louis, but
Garcia
Tnrley, Jay
"We have had no eastern mail since
Crist was "assisted by Mrs.
kept at Albuquerque, on their way Mrs;
In calling please say advertised and
Misses Easley and Du-- Friday and these wijl be no through
the
and
in
arrived'
Santa
home, by washouts,
'
Val. Edward Crist entertained teh or eastern mail today and it islmpos- - give the date.
Fe this afternoon.
,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
guests with several selections on the sible to learn jiiet when the through
Mrs. James G. Fitch and child, who violin.
Postmaster.
Those present were Judge and service will be resumed.
been at the St. Louis World's
have
M.
Poe
Mrs.
is
our
and
Mr.
for
informant
B.
N.
lb.
t
BOSS
Mrs.
"George
Sack
i
Laughlin,
Fair and other eastern points, returned
Go west to the ocean for your
are
Sidebotom, Mrs. DuVal, W. S. Hope that the crops in the mountain
for
CRYSTAL PATENT :
to
ft. Sack
Socorro
home.
week
their
the
during
this summer and take up your resthis
and
better
C.
F.
last.
H.
than
yielding
J.
year
Vaughn,
well,
Easley,
They experienced a number of delays the Misses DuVal, Dye, Laughlin,.
Oats and barley are very good. Be- idence at Coronado Tent City. This
en route and had none too pleasant a
Laughlin, Kaune, Jean McKenzie fore the rainy season set in the farm tent town is the wonder of the Pacific
time while homeward bound.
climate there is perfect,
and Easley; and Messrs. Ellis, DuVal, ers aid not expect to make anything coast.
For the Colorado and New Mexico Fair, at Durango, Colo., Seut. 28th, 29th
Jose S. Esquibel, of Las Vegas,' as- Monk, Bishop, Boyle, Kaune, Ralph' but the season has been good for sev- - the camp healthful.slhe tents are com- -'
and 30th, the Denver. & Rio Grande will sell round trip tickets from Santa sessor of San Miguel County, and Ra
seral weeks, and thus the distressed fortable and there is plenty to eat.
and Edward Crist.
Fe for $13.15, final return limit Oct 3d. For further information apply to mon Gallegos, of San Jose, chairman Easley
There are also other attractions too
condition has been relieved."
L. Bradford Prince is
B. W. Robbins, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
numerous to mention, at the Coronado
of the Board of County Commissioners
Tent City and along the line of the
of that county, were arrivals from Las in Boston attending the annual conven
church in that
Santa Fe Railway, which road you
Vegas yesterday. They attended to po- tion of the Episcopal
CathedralTwentieth Sunday after take to go there. Tickets are on sale
city. Mrs. Prince expects to visit the
litical business while m the city.
St. Louis World's Fair shortly and may Pentecost, Oct. 9, 1904. ; First mass, at Tuesdays,
and Saturdays.
Rev. John Meeker, of Portales,, and meet Governor Prince en route home. 6:30 o'clock a. m. Second mass at 0:30, a. The round Thursdays
from Santa Fe costs
trip
m sermon in English.
Third
mass
at
Rev. B, C. Meeker, of Florence, Ari
For further particulars see H.
Herbert J. Hagermanr, of Roswell, 10:30, sermon In Spanish. At 8:30 o'clock $41.90.-;
zona, who arrived on Thursday even
S. Lutz, agent of the Santa Fe Rail- -'
p. m. vespers and rosry.
on
Loui3
St.
been
to
was
have
in
who
ing from, Truchas, where they visited
Church of
Holy Faith (Episcopal) way for Santa Fe, New MexW
their sister, Miss Meeker, a presbyter the first of the month to prepare and Palace Ave., the
w. k. uye in charge:
Kev.
ian Missian Schol teacher, left this arrange everything necessary for the Sunday School at' 8: J5 a. in. Morning
The New Mexican prints the news.
New
Mexico
of
celebration
Day prayer witn sermon at u:ou o'clock.
morning for Albuquerque to attend the proper
"
World's Fair, Is still in Roswell, Evening prayer at 5:30 o'clock. Public
at
the
Presbyterian 'synod.
Invited.
having been unable to get away on acDr. and Mrs. C. N. Lord, Mr. and count of the serious damage done to cordially
St. John's M. E. Church, Don Gaspar T-i-ss.
A.
Mrs. George
Fleming, Miss Woods railroad tracks and bridges on the Pe- ave. Rev. J. L. Shively pastor
and J. N. Zook picniced yesterday in cos Valley & Northeastern Railway
a. m.; Public worship
the Santa Fe Canon. Returning last and consequent interruption of travel. and sermon 11 a. m. ana 7:30 p. m
Shows fine assortment of
evening, the heavy rain storm in the The invitations for the event have not The public cordially, Invited.
C& LADIES CAPS
MISSES
Canon overtook them and they came yet been sent out, as they have not
Hardware home
Latest patterns
with the idea that a wet picnic yet been received by him, no mail hav- U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
STORE la not exactly as nice as a dry one.
- Forecast for New Mexico: ' Partlv
ing reached Roswell for ten days. .
Also and Sunday with local
Manuel Baca, of Pena Blanca, treas
y
dance of cloudv tonight
The regular
r ;.
urer and
collector of Sando the Capital City cluD- - neld on ,as' rains.
FALL and VIJ1TER GLOVES
the thermometer registered
val County, who spent the past few Tuesday evening, proved to be an en as Yesterday
follows: Maximum temperature, 68
days in the city on official and legal joyable function. In addition to the degrees, at 1M0 p. m.; minimum, 48
fine of
And the
business, left this morning overland regular dancing program, music for segrees, at o:ju a. m. xna mean
for his home. Mr. Baca is of the opin which was furnished by the Capital temperature tor the 24 hours was 59 deion that Sandoval County will give City Orchestra, r the members, and grees. Relative humldltv. 80 percent.
d
Senator W. H. Andrews a very heavy guests present were favored with sev- - Precipitation, 0.52 of an inch.
8:00 a. m. today, 40
at
Temperature
not
does
think
he
and
Grunsselections
Edward
that
eral piano
majority
by
there will be fifty Democratic votes in feld, of Albuquerque, Mr. Pallett, of degreetv?
:
t,
the county
Cleveland, Ohio, now a resident of
It will pay you to advertise. Try It --x. SOUTH EAST CORNER PLAZA
and with several violin riiim- John B. Harper, of Durango, Colo-- '
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Santo Fe New Mexican, Saturday, October 6
train since last Wednesday from El
Paso to Kansas City. Transfer will be
made around the Canadian' River
MINOR CITY TOPICS
bridge. It is understood that freight
trains wil not be able to get over the
Tast one more month'- to election day. El Paso & Northeastern Railroad and
the Rock Island for two weeks.
Wanted A girl to do general
'
New
at
the
Mexican
Mrs. Mercedes 'Barbero.de' Erwln,
Apply
office.
aged thirty-twyears, died last evening
There will bo a meeting of the Wo- at 10:30 o'clock at her home on Canon

:

:

1:40 p, m., 68

degrees.

Minimum

in

tem-

perature at 5:30 p. m.; 48 degrees. The
mean temperature for the twenty-fou- r

Jr.
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hats

o

Do you want to buy

r

hours was 58 degrees. The relative
humidity was 86 per cent and the precipitation was 0.53 of an inch. "At 6 a.
house-wocm. today the thermometer registered 40
degrees. Measurements of- the rainfall
Of yesterday afternoon and today show
that yesterday afternpon'd rainfarH was
man's Board of Trade on Monday after- Road of puerperal fever. She leaves a .43 of an inch; last night's, .00, and up
husband and one son. The remains will to the time of going to press, .13.
noon in the library rooms.
Bros.
announce
be
Co.,
A wild rumor was afloat this forenoon
the
interred In Kosario Cemetery and the
tiellgman
arrival of their complete and'
funeral will be held from the Cathedral. that Las Vegas had been swept by a
Fall Stock. For futher information read It will take place either tomorrow or destructive flood. Itiere is no truth In
the advertisement on page four.
Mondav. Charles Wagner Is the funeral the report although for a time an im
W. H. Goebel, dealerin hardware and director.
mense amount of water swept down the
paints announces In his advertisement The Western Union Telegraph Com- Galllnas River.
that the latest artistic wall paper pany resumed direct connection with A tratn was sent this morning from
Denver today. The wires were very Las Vegas to Albuquerque.
It passed
y designs for 1905 are now in transit:
The Santa Fe stub train for Las- Ve- crowded with accumulated business Lamy at 11 a. in. The Lamy branch
gas at 12 o'clock this noon. It brought and because of thi s the Associated Press train left here a,t 8:30 a. in, to make
in a little letter mail from Las Vegas, report of the New Mexican was connection with it and is
expected to
but for some reason
no news- - curtailed. By Mondav next everything return here sometime this
evening
papers.
will be working good and this paper will It will probably bring the eastern mail
1
mYI
The annual conference session Of the have a full
press report once more.
No.
of
Train
1, due here last Saturday
New Mexico Mission Conference of
Alfonso Dockweiler, who came in
the Methodist Episcopal church will
from
Testique this morning, says that and the West that has accummlated at
Octobe held at Raton, commencing
the Tesuque river was the highest last Albuquerque since Thursday of last
ber 13. '
""
1G years.
week.
,
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad evening that he hasseen it in
were
river
and
waves
the
The
The
over
the
services
funeral
househigh
remains
a
out
train
sent
officials this afternoon
its course at several" points of the late Lew H. Make were held this
carrying a large number of workmen changed much
damage. Hail fell in the afternoon from the family home at 303
cabslng
who are to be put to work repairing the
washouts at Buckman's which occurcd hiMs, and the water did not come so much Palace Avenue and the temains were
'
from the high mountains as from thear- - laid to rest in Fairview cemetery. Rev
last night. ....
in the foothills. The roads are A. M. Harkness officiated and selections
rovos
n
The annual synod of the Fresbyter-tiachurch of New Mexico and Arizona washed out almost beyond repair. Mr were siing by a choir. The pall bearers
convened yesterday afternoon at Al- Dockweiler had to use pick and shovel were: W. R. Owens, I. Sparks, M. C.
of frequently in coming into Santa Fe this Miller, Simon Nusbaum, R. H. Hann'a
buquerque. Owing to the tie-uthe opening forenoon, the .trip of six miles takin and A. B. Renehan.
trains the attendance at
x
him over four hours.
session was very slim.
The rain of yesterday afternoon
When going to Colorado, the World's
As the New Mexican goes to pre?s brought the Santa Fe River up again
Fair or other eastern points, take the Manager Frank Owen of the Santa Be and for awhile it looked as though .it
Denver & Rio Grande through Pueblo, Water & LightCompany telephoned that might do some damage but it went down
Colorado Springs or Denver, Colorado.
by hard work and by putting on a large almost as rapidly as it came up. The
For particulars, call on or address B. force of men, he had succeeded
in partly river cut a wider channel in many
W. Robbins, traveling freight and
water places but outside of this no other damdone
the
tolhe
damage
repairing
passenger agent
in tbe canon of the San age of any consequence was done. . To
works
'
system
The Republican banner in front of
the damage and managed to rethe Republican headquarters yesterday ta Fe by yesterday's rain fetorm and re day the stream has been running about repairing
the
build
pipe line connection between
afternoon crossed the Santa Fe Cen- laid the several hundred .feet of sixteen normal.
There is
reservoirs
the
by 3ao'clock.
last
washed
out
The city administration will ask for
evening and
tral's telegraph wires and had to be inch pipe
in the smaller reclear
sufficient
water
re
connection
between
the'
bids
that
from
several
the
here
contractors
at
a
to
be put up
taken down
large
point
"
where it did not interfere with the servoir and the two smaller ones was for the construction of vitriOed brick servoirs to last the city for a day longer,
use
wires."
again established. '' There will therefore crossing on the Plaza, on San Francisco provided it is not wasted and people
care. Manager Owen hopes
ordinary
!n
no
be
water
service
Don
on
the
and
Street
nine
interruption
Gaspar Avenue,
On Wednesday evening last, at Las
that this will be done, as it will- - obviate
Vegas, Miss Mary Martinez, a popular unless something new in the line of in number. These bids will be asked
and annoyance. From financial
trouble
or
occurs.
washouts
for
will
on
and
be opened
the
damages
by letter
young woman, was united in marriage
washout and dlstruc
yesterday's
aspect,
inst.
17th
Gibson
he
to W. S. Snyder. The groom is a brake-- ,
that
with
local
rains
Mayor
says
Partly cloudy tonight
so forth will cost
line
and
tlon
of
pipe
town
man running out of that
on the tomorrow is the forecast issued today will do his level best to have these crossSanta Fe and the couple will go to by the local U. S. Weather .Bureau ings constructed and in use before the' the company another $1300 In repairing,
making connections and putting every
housekeeping in the Meadow City. '
Yesterday the thermometer registered winter sets in and before the thirty
thing In good shape.
The Rock Island dispatched its first as fellows: Maximum temperature at sixth legislative assembly commences.
El Nuevo Mexicano, the Spanish
'
JUST FOR A CHANGE.
paper published by the New Mexican
with
home''
man
a
in
The
the
big
Printing Company has been named as best of kitchens
goes to a restaurant
the official paper of Sandoval County by
a change; the man living in
for
just
the' board of county commissioners of
the best of hotels is glad to dine at the
the county at the last regular meeting
of homes just for a change.
simplest
of the board which was held in the At the Bon Ton
you can change from
county seat, the town of Sandoval on a home-likdinner (table d'hote) to
Mondav the third inst. This paper the restaurant (a la carte) whenever
has a very large circulation in Sandoval you want a change.
County and wa3 therefore selected as
the official paper. It reaches every JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKET3.
The New Mexican Printing Company
postoftjee in the county.
The train on the Denver & Rio Gran has prepared civil and criminal dockets
for the use of justices of the
de, due here last evening but which was especially
are, especially ruled, with
peace.
They
delayed because of washouts at Buck- - printed headings, in either Spanish or
man, arrived in tbe city about 5 o'clock English, made of good record . paper,
this afternoon. The train left almost strongly and durably bound with leathimmediately on tbe return trip to Anto er back and covers and canvas Bides;
nito. It brought considerable eastern have a full Index In front and the fees
mail that had been sent over this iine. !)t justices of the peace and constables
on the first page. Tbe
in
I. B. Holiing of Ashland, Ohio, will printedare 10full,
inches. These hooka
pages
erect a cottage for permanent occupancy are made up in civil and criminal doc
at Sunmount Tent City. Those who kets, separate, of 820 pages each or with"
desire may purchase lots and build to both civil and criminal bound In ons
uit their taste. Already about thirty book, 80 pages civil and 120 pages crimis the work which GOLD DUST accomplishes! AH labors
inal. To introduce then they are offer
lots have been sold to eastern parties.
look alike to the Gold Dust Twins. They clean floors and
ed at tbe following low prices:
Tbe city authorities should' tak epro
doors, sinks and chinks go from cellar to attic and leave
$4 OS
Civil or .criminal..
behind.
Get acquainted with
only brightness
par steps to construct a breakwater Combination civil and criminal i 90..
soutlf of the property of the Sisters of
For 45 cents additional for, a single
Lorotto, where the water is constantly docket or 56 cents additional for a com
washing the banks. Last evening while bination docket, they will be sent by
considerable volume of water was com mall or prepaid express. Caab In full
OTHER GENERAL
Scrubbing floors, washing clothes and dishes, cleaning wood
down the river, tbe outer walls of must accompany order. State plainly
Ing
USES FOR
oil
and
silverware
work,
cloth,
tinware, polishing brass work,
COLO OUST
the southern exposure of the Loretto whether English or Spanish printed
cleansing bath room, pipes, etc., and making the finest soft soap.
heaUtg is wanted. Address
Academy were indanger and had the
Made by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago-Mak- ers
of FAIRY SOAP.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
water not gone down when It did, great
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
injury and damage might have been the
result. There is considerable material
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
on the ground for a breakwater and the
Tbe Mexican Central has recently
authorities
should
lose
no
In
city
time
placed on sale tickets to New Tork and
J. S. CANDUXARIO having this done. The Sisters of Lo- return going via the Mexican Central
301 San Francisco St. retto will aid by furnishing
men and to either Vera Cruz or
thence
' . ,
material and no timo should be lost In via the famous Ward Tamplco; Lin
',
i
Steamship
this
work. One can never tell to New Tork. The return will be
Idoing
by
Wholesale and Retail D
these days when another flood will rush rail over any line to El Paso. The en
tdown the river and do unanticipated tire trip covering thousands of miles,
damage to the buildings and property Havana, Cuba, and its famous Mora
between Delgado Street and Don Gaspar Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
Avenue.
largest cities of the United States,
There was quite a heavy Rainfall in can be made for $122.50. A more de
Our stock is the largest in the city and we are
the canon of the Santa Fe River yester- lightful trip cannot be planned as stop
i
adding (roods every day.
which resulted Id more damage to over privileges are allowed and the ticday,
We'Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money. ,
the piper,, dams and altche of the Santa kets are good for one year from the
After yon have visited other stores and odtalned
Fe Water Company. Considerable of' date of sale. The trip Includes the City
prices, call on us ocd get our p'"
the new dam and ditch work which had of Mexico, the "Paris of America,"
can be secured by
j Further information
jnst been completed was washed awav
W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
addressing
tour
and
hundred feet of the new pipe
We are here to stay. We are not closing out
general passenger agent, or W. D.
line, which had been laid between the Murdock, assistant
This
is the lare reservoir and the
general passenger
stock, bnt Increasing it every day.
smaller middle agent..
oldest established native curio store in Santa Pe. and
Talaya reservoirs was demolished
business and you will always find us at
P. O. BOX 340 We like the
the flood, thus again cutting 'com
by
STAND
OW
ready tp please you.
the
Keep yor: business ever nefore the
nection between the big reservoir and
in your home
public by
The best place to buy Indian andJUexican Blankets. Pottery and Curios, als tbe two smaller ones. Manager Owen paper. A advertising
advertiser
good
anrays has
Mexican
Drawn
Work, Box 34S had a. large force of men at work today success in any hosest
Relies from the Cliff Dwelling. Beautiful
enterprise.
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We have 2 Gt patterns to
select from. Prices
ranging from $3.75 to
$9.50. Look at them.
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Refrigerators,

,

Ice Cream Freezers
at Your Own

--

Prices,

To Close Out.

Attractive'Offerings

p

"Lei tho COLO OUST TVJIttO do year vcrlt"

e

C IMPLY

in Furniture!

Cash or Installments.

Gnns and Amninnltlon--Il-

The best, most durable and handsomest book worlf in the Southwest la
done by the New. Mexican bindery.
ana
Bankers, merchant, business men
blank
of
Wed
who
all others
have
books for the coming yearVJM d weH
It ia an admitted fact that real estate, to call on or address the New j$eicaB-Printinfinancial men and merchants all say
Company for samples, iJtfte68'
leaf ledgers of a supu1r
etc.
obLoose
are
best
that quickeist and
results
tained by advertlslng In the "New patent are also, manufactured by
VifnjA.tr D.fnao will i oa n ' ia :
Mexlcea."
possibly be arranged with good sul'
stantial work. Business men, not only,
in Santa Fe, but throughout the Terri
tory should make it a point to send
their work td the New Mexican Bind,
ery, as it is a home Institution, en(
ployes a number of skilled workmen,
has the best, the latest and most Imand is in all reproved machinery
DO YOU WANT TO SAVE $15?
to
institution.
date
an
up
You'll do it, if you buy a Colonist spects
ticket to California from me between
If you want to get to the World's
now and October 15. Tickets will cost Fair
easy, miss theru&h at Union Stamore later on. Fast trains. Pullman
tion, fit Louis, leave the cars right at
Sleepers daily. Excursions under per the World's Fair gates, take the Sants
sonal escort three times a week'. Lib- Fe Central and Rock Island,
eral stopovers.
I'd like to tell you about this.
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desH. S. LUTZ,,
criptive literature and detailed infor
Ticket Agent mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Brown, G. F. & P. A.V El Paso, NorthKeep your business ever before the eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
public by advertising In your home
All kinds of fresh fish at the Boo
paper. A good Advertiser a i ways has
success in any honest enterprise.
Ton.
j
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
superbly illustrated volume of 124 pages. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. 3.
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, To- peka and Santa Fe Railway in the Catron Block.
.
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The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
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Indian and rjexican Curios
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foasay: "No!" But she should rmind y0u of a duty you owe your wife.
it fcne has one 01 we
troublesome, cumbersome,
Cook Stoves the kind that gets red he
all over yoa "fin end nil her kitchen
u "Quic!:2icai'?
troubles by buying,-heltanee.
The "Quick' Mop.1" Fteel Range is pa
'
thickly lined wiifa Asbectos that
the heat is kept inside the Kanje t
bake and cook the inca!s, instead it
cooking the Cook. In that way it save
fuel and it also saves and sweetoi J
'1
temper.
"Quick Meal" Ranges are daiif''
growing in popularity. They loot:
well, they cook well, they bake well,
they last well. That ia why there aro
so many in use every one recoounand
another.
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We have fast received a cat load of
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And will be pleased to show you through our establishment,
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FRUITS AND FLOWERS
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Fresh Fruits in Season

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

THE OLD CURIO STORE
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New Prices.

New Goods.
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SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
A LOVE LETTER.
"Our little daughter had an almost
Would not interest you if you're lookand
ing for a guaranteed Salve for Sores, fatal attack of whooping coughHavi-lanBurns or Piles. Otto Dodd, of Ponder, bronchitis," writes Mrs. W, K.
of Armonk, N. Y., "but, when all
T suffered with an ugly
Mo., writes:
of Bucklen's other remedies failed, we saved her
box
a
but
sore
a
for
year,
Baca
Came
S.
U.
Marshal
Near
Deputy
Arnica Salve cured me. It's the best life with Dr. King's New Discovery.
'
Being Severely Dealt With
Salve on earth. 25c at Ficher Drug Our niece, who had consumption In an
at Taos.
advanced stage, also used this wonderCo., Santa Fe, N. M.
ful medicine and today she is perfectWhen Henry Romero, Jose la Cruz
well." Desperate throat and lung
ly
Publication.
for
Notice
Romero and(ManuelLashone were placdiseases
yield to. Dr. King's New DisNo.
5070.)
(Homestead Entry
ed behind the bars of the penitentiary
as to no other medicine on
covery
Intekiob,
thb
of
Dbpabtmnt
Wednesday evening by Deputy United
9, earth. Infallible, for coughs and colds,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
States Marshal Cipriano Baca, the end 190t.
that the followNotice is hereby
50c and $1 bottles guaranteed by Fiscinhis
of
filed
notice
In connection with the
has
settler
named
of what at one time promised to be a ing
of his her Drug-CoTrial bottles free.
tention to make final proof in support
clsim. and that said proof will be made bebloody adventure was recorded.
ire.
the regUter or receiver at Sauta
Upon order of Judge John R. McFie fore
N. M.. on Oct. U. 1901, viz: Agapito Tortez
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ne. section 19,
the deputy marshal journeyed to Taos for the seH17se. !' seX. sw4
north, range 12 east. He names
from Albuquerque to arrest 'two Pueb- township
VISIT THE nvsatL FOLKS.
the following witnesses to prove" his con-of
Attorneys at Law.
upon anil; cultivation
lo Indians and a half breed for failure tinuous residence
Julio
said land, viz: Pnideiicio Gonzales, N.
M.
to comply with a subpoena in a United Koibal. Cresencio Koibal. of Willis,
MAX. FROST,
of Peco'.N.M.
States case. The officer arrived just Guadalupe iiontano.
Rate One Fare Plus $2.00 for the Round Trip.rjTickets on sale Sep-'- ,
Manuel K. Otbko. Register.
at Law.
Attorney
were
as
Indians
the
tamber Gth, 13th 20th, 27th and October 11th, limited for return
completing one of
:
:
:
:
Fe
New Mexico
Santa
o
their dances given during the San
of Ten days allowed at St.
BEST TO BE HONEST.
Thirty days from date of sale. A Stop-ove- r
at
Pueblo.
festivities
Taos
the
Z3
Louis to visit the World's Fair.
The boy at Louisville, employed as a
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
The scene wa3 typical of old time bank
clerk, who returned to a bank Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlo
Rates apply to all puints in Indiana, to Sandusky, Columbu?, Washwhen
frontier
the
days
deputy pushed $45,000 in bills out of a package of $50,-00- 0 in the CapitoL ington Court House, Wilmington, Cincinnati and points West thereof
his way through a band of painted,
that had been given him by misIn Ohio, to Louisville, Hawesville, Powers, Lewisporte and Owensboro,
naked warriors and requested that his take for $5,000, has evidently mastered
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Kentucky.
men accompany him to jail.
a clear conscience
that
truth
the
great
Attorney at Law,
'
You always get the lowest rates, quickest time, shortest lines and
No sooner had he assumed posses is
worth more than any amount of Phone 66.
Offices Griffin Block
best meals via this route.
sion of the two .Indians than the bal money. An hone3t meal can be had
ance of the band made a rush for the for 25 cents at the Bon Ton. The best
EUGENE A. F1SKE,
officer and nearly succeeded dn pinning meal in Santa Fe for the money. Fresh
and Counselor at La'
Attorney
on
or
or
nearest
call
address:
ticket
Ask your
agent
his arms to his side, The fact that Mr.
Santa Fe, N. M.
oysters, fish and game. Mexican dishA N. BROWN, O. P. A,
Baca is left handed and carries his pis es served in any way you wish.
T. H. HEALY,
Supreme and District Court Practle
tol on his left side wa3 all that saved.
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas,
him from harsh treatment and probably
BENJAMIN M. READ,
CONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.
Attorney-at-Law- ,
death. Many held his right arm to stop
Rev. John S. '"ox, of Wake, Ark.,
his drawing a weapon but the deputy .writes, "For 12 year3 I suffered from
Uanta Fe, N. M.
was showing them a muzzle of a 45 Yellow Jaundice. I consulted a num- Office Sena Block.
Palace Art
Indians
a
Colts
second.
The
of
within
sorts
all
tried
and
of
MILITARY
MEXICO
ber
INSTITUTE
NEW
physicians
W ILLIA.vl H. H. LLEWELLYN.
dropped away a few feet and then with medicines, but got no relief. Then I
KOSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Attorney-atLaw- .
when
and
sudden fury started another rush,
Bitters
Electric
of
use
the
began
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
the governor of the pueblo just at the feel that I am now cured of the disease
right time stepped from his house and that had me in its grasp for twelve District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties
restored peace.
years." If you want a reliable medi- Third Judicial District.
Colall
to
of
council
of
Baca
Eastern
allow
the
agreed
.filX MEN INSTRUCTORS, graduates Standard
cine for Liver and Kidney trouble,
the Indians to meet if the governor stomach disorder or general dibility,
leges."" New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comCHAS. F. EASLEY.
would promise to deliver the men to get Electric Bitters. It's guaranteed
all conveniences!
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateBurveor General.)
(Late
distwo
him
in
50c.
at
miles
the
Co.
Taos,
is
8300
session.
Session
jail
Only
BOARD
and
Fischer
TUITION,
LAUNDRY,
Drug
per
by
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, i, . M.
pow-wotant.
The
held
Indians
their
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
Land' and mining business a
meantime
in
with
and
the
marshal
the
specialty
Chamberlain's
Remedy.
Cough
feet
above
noted
health resort, 3,700
ROSWELL ji a
'
the assistance of the governor had the
No one who is acquainted with its
,
;
r
B. C. ABBOTT,
two men lodged in the Taos jail. f
surprised at the
good qualities can be
EGJHfTS Nathan Jaffa, W, M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
'
Attorney-at-Law- .
next
Baca
Mr.
the
Chamberlain's
of
Early,
morning
great popularity
Cahoon
Practices in the District and Si
received word to be 'on his guard. In- Cough Remedy. It not only cures
COL.
W.
address
J.
WILLSON,
Supt.
particulars
spection showed that, fifty Indians had colds and grip effectually and perman- preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
reached the city early in the morning ently, but prevents these diseases tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countlet
clad in what old timers knew to be from resulting in pneumonia. It is also
of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sai
R.
R.
war
a
robes. Dr.
their
Green,
a certain cure for croup. Whooping
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
practising physician in that vicinity cough is not dangerous when this
is very friendly with the Indians and remedy is given. It contains no opium
"
EDWARD C. WADE,
soon succeeded in finding out that they or other harmful substance and may
Attorney-at-Law- .
intended to storm the jail and release be given as confidently to a baby as
the captives. The doctor hastened to to an adult. It is also pleasant to Practices In all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patent
the deputy marshal who was already on take. WThen all of these facts are
tfhese Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test- his guard, and offered his services. As taken into consideration it is not sur- a, specialty."
NEW MEXICO
'located in the midst of the Ancient ed by; the miraculous cures attested to a result Dr. Green hastened to the prising that people in foreign lands, LAS CRUCES,
Pueblo
and
in
diseases:
and
the
long,
at
esteem
following
argued
as
this
e
as
Paralysis,
well
persistentremedy
west
home,
miles
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivFRANK W. CLANCY,
Disease of the
ly with the governor. Upon the ap- very highly and very, few are willing
of Taos, and 'fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's
o Attorney-at-Laof the governor, who had to take any ether after having once
pearance
Consumption,
Neuralgia,
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-an- neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec- once before appeared in a crisis, quiet used it. For sale by all druggists.
(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts an
Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all was again restored and the Indians rethe Supreme Court of the Territory, alGrande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board turned to the reservation.
so before the United States Supresa
Dr. Green then went before the Indaily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14
,
Court in Washington.
The temperature of these waters is per week;, $50 per month. Stage meets dian council and explained , to them
- NEW MEXICO
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe that they had placed themselves in a
ALBUQUERQUE
"
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. Thi3 resort is at- very dangerous position. He told them'
.
A. B. RENBHAN,
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons and is open all how the deputy marshal had been sent
Attorney-at-Laround. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente by the big chief to punish certain ones
Practices J the Supreme and District
hotel for the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and of them for not obeying the orders of
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialand tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 ; m. the same the United States. He also pointed put.
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Bulldlag, Pal1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa that they were all likely to be taken to
Musicians
Read
Accomplished
ace
What,
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
For
to
Hot
for
Fe
further jail
their actions of , the last two
Ojo Caliente, $7.40.
gallon, being the richest alkaline
'
'
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
days.
Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
The Indians then expressed regret.
OSTEOPATHY
"Equal if not "uperior to any instruThey said that they did not understand ment
I have had occasion to use."
what the marshal wanted. They were
DR. CHARLES A. WKEELON.
Barron Berthold.
OJo Caliente. Taos County. N. M sorry and that there would
be no more
Osteopath.
"Shows such iup'riority of vorktrouble. .They requested the doctor to
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
and finish as must, tcake
anship
draw up something they could sign them welcome to
Successfully treats acute and cbroai
any household."
to show that it was all a mistake.
diseases without drugs or medicines.
Leonora Jackson.
inrcORTOBAXXSE
doctor then drew up the followresona in tone and
"Grand
No Charge for Consultation,
fingThe
petition to which the governor and lightfully sweet and tender "Math
i Hours: 942 m.,
p. m. Phone 16s
.
members of 'the council affixed their
Bauermelster.
'
marks:
"I cannot, Bpeak too h'ghly of your
"To Whom It May Concern:
EJjlTJISTS
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass"We, the undersigned, present this able." R. Watkin Mills.
DR. C. N. LORD,
"I find your planes ronderfully sym
paper with the view of clearing up a
over Spits' Jeweln
feeling that is existing at the present pathetic for acccrvanyiug the voice." Office, Kahn Block,
:"
Side of Plaza.
Store.
South
time
Pendleton.
Blauvclt
with
Lillian
the Indians here. The InGrain, Flotif and Potatoes
Stationery,
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
dians that were arrested were not acC. O. HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
me.
I consider tnem second to none."
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
with
the marshal, and therequainted
Office:
Over Fischer's Drug Store.
David
Davies.
Frangcon
fore did not understand the nature of
On the Plus
;
ex
of
fullest
"I
the
think
it
capabl
visit.
the
The
Indians are sorry for
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN S1AII. ORDERS.
to
Dr.
Ellen
musical
(Successor
of
Manley.)
thought"
the trouble and are very anxious to pression
have the matter arranged satisfactor ifcacb. Yaw.
"I- - my opinion they rank among tlu. Civil
SANTA FE. N. M.fi
ily. If they had known that the marEngineers & Surveyors
shal came for them there would have very best pianos of the day."- Emile
been no trouble at all, but under the Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of v Civil Engineer and Surveyor, ,
circumstances, and at the time the tone and a most
touch."
sympathetic
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
s
marshal came upon them they were
de Lucia,
;
Fernando
S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.'
U,
not aware of the nature of the visit,
"I was perfectly charmed with its
Santa Fe, N. M.
and therefore resisted him. V
of to-- e end delightful touch.
beauty
DOMINGO GONZALES. (X) mark.
Francis Mlitsen.
G. A. COLLINS,:
MANUEL PACHECO, (X) mark.
m
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
Civil and Irrigation
Engineer,
JOSE ROMERO, (X) mark.
ant. Are remarkably adapted tor ac
Surveying and Mapping.
JOSE LA CRUZ ROMERO, (X) mark. companying the voice." Clementine
; "
Estimates Furnished.
ALBINO LUJAN, (X)xmark.
de Vere Sapio.
112
M.
San
Francisco
N.
St., Santa Fe,
ANTONIO ROMERO, (X) mark.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
Witnesses
richness of tone, splendid carrying
WM. M. FRAZER.
power and' excellent action." Rosa
ANTONIO
Olltzka.
ROMERO.
'
Stenography & Typewriting
find
kind
no other
in BurlingYou will
A. CLOUTHIER.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
The deputy was delayed with his
Employ only expert workmen and no NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSwork or contract work la done
for
piece
several
prisoners
washouts
by
days
the Burlington and particular people are
LATIONS
bue finally reached Santa Fe Wednes- In their factories.
They have won renown on two eon' From Spanish into English and from
cordially invited to make inspection whenday. Judge McFie thought that the Intlnents
for excellence and beauty of English into Spanish carefully made
'
diana
meant
little
harm
and
had probever they have opportunity.
Office West Side of Plaza.
Instruments.
their
so he made as
ably been
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
most
terms
and
liberal.
Prices
In summer, cleanliness and good air,
light a sentence as possible, sentencing
on
Now
Santa Fe, N. M
Call
the
General
for
Agent
two
the
Indians and the half breed to
Mexico- mean much to the traveler. He wants
r
thirty days in the federal jail .
both. He deserves both. And he 'gets
Throughout the trial the Indians and
ARCHITECTS
the
maintained a stoical
'
.
M.
Santa r7, 17
;
both,
'
silence and would not have been surHOLT &, HOLT.
Who will show you the Story and
senhad
if
the
court
prised,
evidently,
Let me tell you about the low rate9
.
In the several styles and
Architects
and Civil Engineers.
Clark
Pianos
tenced them )to hang by the neck until finish- w? are offering now to Chicago, St. Louis,
Maps
Walnut
made,
Mahogsny,
buildings
Hungarian,
dead. Steps will probably be taken to and OeMon
:
H$
and construction : work of all kinds
Oak.
and other points East. ,
i
apprehend those who, it is thought for
planned and superintended. ' Office,
political measures, excited the Indians
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Tegaa.
to revolt against (United States author
'
Phone 94.
' f
...1.
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
AFK. AIvit. reUlbtt. Ldlaa.aiaDrtiHlll
It is easily seen why the deputy
hr CmCHkeTEU'S ENGLISH
.
Mai Ml
II BED uii bkld
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
marshal gave vent to a sigh of relief
J. F. VALLERY, General Agent,
tbliMribba. TkMtfcm. F"-- J
of the penitentiary
doors
iron
when
the
cheeks, flushed with the soft
Plump
.
DENVER
,
tm
1a. glow of
iM fcr Ptwi..1!. 1m
closed behind the red men,
health, and a pure complexion,
make all women beautiful, and so do
n.
HaJlMr.
Ui mm.
those luscious oysters at the Bob Ton
All legal blanks' st the New" Mexican.

OFFICER HAD
NARROW ESCAPE

USE THE SHORT LINE
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St Louis World's fair Information
bureau has been established at 8o
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
o Phil P. Hiilchcock, where Information will be cheerfully EursJshed.

It will paj you to advertise. Try It

i

ia

;

-

i

s,

sea-leve- l;

SOCIETIES.

Masonic

I

MONTEZUMA LODOK
No. 1, A., F. and A. 11
Regular communication first Monday la
each month at MasonU
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTQN, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTHH,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FB COMMANDBRf
No. 1, K. T. Regular
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall a '
W. R. PRICE, E. C. v'
7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
e

cos-Wav-

well-watere- d,

K. OF

l'.

:

TliS.

'

pi

0J0 CALIEJJTE

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspai
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnanea

SPRIGS.

STORY & CLARK

,

'

'

'

w.

,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

,

,

Proprietor

.

-

0

I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. ftV
Meets every Friday evening in 044
Fellows Hall, San Francisco stroei
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. ft.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS.
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. 0.&
Holds Its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of
each mouth. Visiting brothers ara lav
vited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R,
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. U.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visitlnf

chits

cordially Invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

-

H. B. Cartwright fit Bro,

I

WHOLESALE GROCERS

2-- 5

--

j

i

Clean Cars with
Cood Ventilation!

SANTA FE LODGE NO. .259, FRA
TERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
'
Regular meetings fire and third
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
p. m Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
Gaspar .Avenue. Visiting f raters
J. S. CANDELARIO,
welcome.
P. J. MARTIN,
Fraternal Master.
H. S. LUTZ,
Secretary,

A

Treasurer.

All legal blanks at the New Mexican.

Santa 7e Filigree and
Jewelry HanoMiiriii Ce.

Gold s

Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laugblin Building, Osa SalPW Avedoe.

.

half-bree-

FRANK DIBERT

d

,

and-surre-

;

"

fMiiiitiitliiii

?lnifi

mraUlo-tUM-

tM-a-

r
I
w
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-
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LOAN ASSOCIATION

"S

J

(J

Sown Your Own Home Ir
Be your own landlord. Pay,your ( j
rent into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for yourv- - I
home.
,
)
The Association has on hand money )
to loan on desirable property.
hf

For

narttcnlni--

secretary,

ifRiff

.

I -

P
&D
IUTUAL BUILDING

R-J-

.

oii nn

c

'
i

CRICHTON.

IN BLOCK,

.j

'

.j ) '

.
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CARE IN TESTING

fUF. SPIE6ELBER6

Big

San Francisco Street.

257

"It

Mills Take Pains to Ascertain
Quality of Output.
Is

1

Basketa, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and

r-at- a,

and Other Gems.

f

BOOS, STATIOJEHY,

Una.

rumbling
it. in entimlv
imperfect hearinir and when

te
ciated

PERIODICALS.

AGAZIflES,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
Santa Fe. N. M.

St.- -

Jl

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
fire-proo-

cSarities.
"You may have noticed that the color of flour is no longer a marble
white, but a creamy white. This comes
from; the fact that the rich portion of
the grain, right under the woody coating, is ground into the flour. What is
left can hardly be called bran, for it
1b only the coarsest
part of the cuter
fiber." Milwaukee Sentinel.

the thermometer j registers a noisy
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
kick in Mr. Bolton's bedroom and
keeps It up until measures lave been
The book bindery of the New Mexl can Printing Company has been so taken to warm the trees up.
much enlarged and improved of late that it Is the best south of Pueblo to
The method is not to administer
whisky. or chafe the limb", but to
the Mexico line and between Dallas, Texas, and Los Angeles, California.
spread rolls of cloth about the trees,
squirt warm water on them and leave
of water about. These, by freezCD tubs
ing, use up the action of the cold In
the atmosphere.
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.

THE CIJAS. i'AGJIER rURfUTUIE
and Moldings

Order

JM
J''

fX

Goods aota on Ba7 Tmymmm

'"..,

Santa Fe Central Raily
Effective Sunday, September II, 1904
Worth Bound
South Bound

CHARLES WAGNER

No

"Licensed Embahner,

0 Lve,
6

8.85
9.0S

16

.5

Night

i

Me.

22
28

9.45
10J5

San Francisco Street

11.00
11.25 a
12.59 P

i.

1.25

B. QUICKS,

';.

;.--

to

js Jl When Ten Com

THE

;
Albuquerque Don't

jH

J

deb

Room and Ed&atd Hall Attached.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
the Short Line In connection with the E. P. & N. E. and Great Rock
Island route. Rates for the Woild'S Fair, at St. Xoais, 435S 3t
the round trip. Tfekets

Use

on sale Septetn1rorl9, 20,
23 and 29 October 3d,
4th, 5th, eth tith, 20th,
26th and 2?tb. Limited
for return for ninety
days from date of sale.
In no vent will tho final
rel ar n limit o( these
tickets In any case exceed December 31st,
104. Santa Fe Central
trains make close connection at Torrance. All
B. P. & N. E. & S. I.

THE NEW LINK '

trains carry Pullman
sleepers, tourist and dining car.
surpassed.

Service

tin- -

All trains of
this route run Into the
:

XQJJNEGTlN
ll

ALL THE

GfATAlLWAY

SY5TEM54

OP

r

"NW MEXICO

:

For any additional information call

grounds so passengers
on this line have no
change of cars but are
taken directly to the
gates of teti ft position.

Tickets alio on Bftle
to KANSAS CITY,
CttlCAOO, and tfh
point east. towct
ratJeS, quickest 'Sae,
hortest lines, and
hest service tin this
route.

V. IU ANDflElVS. ,
Pres. A Oon'l

'oai

or address

Nt?w Mexico.

pnribr.

F.

.

.Moriarty . .
...Ylclntosti. .
...Eaitancta...

.
.

....vullaid...

"

NFW SCHEDULE WFW
ri in

6.00
4.40
4.15
6,050 3.50
6.125 3.30
6.370 2.55
6.250 2.20

?,0UU
6,650
6,400!

6.175 1 5".
6,H0 12.50
6,125' 12. 2 J
6,210 11.5)
6,285 11.30
JLvel 6,475 10.45

east. He names thefollowinit witnesses
rang-eto prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz : Demetrio Quin-tanCarlos Sanchez, J uan Madril, J uau Ortega all of Galiateo, N. M.

a,

Lemps St. jlLouis Beef

BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt was
robbed of his customary health by in
vasion of Chronic Constipation. When
Dr. King's New Life Pills broke into
his house, his trouble was arrested
and now he's entirely cured. They're
guaranteed to cure, 25c at Fischer
Drug Co. Santa Fe, N. M.
S

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

ts a

rTLLEt

Carloaa.

j
h

I

tkRuIabpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 36

DO YOU

to

California, one way, dally,
September 15 'to October 15. Gbtfa in
Tourist Sleepers,' berth rate ertrh. For
further information ask H. S.,Lutz,
agent Santa Fe Route, Santa Fe,' New
Mexico.
$23

j j

The TrUc SspplM Prom Ose Bottle

CUT RATES TO CALIFORNIA,

.

EAT?,

If Yon Do Try the

New Cuisine

fnade

Short Orters a Specialty.

AM

Regular Meals

5S

at the

aP
Opes Day and Night.
Meals for $4.50.

the Delicacies of the Seasoa.
21

Cests.

& G. LUPEIHERRERA, Proprietor

HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS.
Home Visitors excursion tickets
will be sold to Indian, Ohio, and Kentucky via the Santa Fe at one fare
plus $2.00 frbr the round trip, dates of
sale September fobj 13th, 20th, 27th,
and October lltfh, return limit, 30 days
from date 'of ale.
H, S. LUTZ,
Santa Fe, N. M.

354

San Francisco Street, Next to Caitwrlght Davis Co's Store.

9

RPMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

r

DIRECTLY IN

OVER

;

,

WftJ?TS
AND MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT Two new
cottages, stationary range, bath and
toilet, Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire

VLV

six-roo-

Hotel.

POR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and al',,
other public and private use. Apr',
to George ll Ellis, trustee.
WAXTfeD For the U.' S. arm--M- e
bodfe. unmarried men, betwf n age8
ot
and 35; citizens of Unl
states
df good character and tern' perate hab
its, who can speaa, reo and write,
English. For information appiT to
cruiung omcer, -- ou San Franciao
Mexlca
Street, Santa Fe,

il

,

t,

r.

k,w

WANTED $4 V
easUy earwed brj
.

seamless hosier y

i

11 weekly, tJttBiiy

eltaer sex fcritttfti'g
tot the weatsjstTn'ar-ket- ;

"St.,

'

On Sale Daily
LIMIT

19, 20, 28, 29.

3, 4, 5. 6, 19, 20, 26, 27.

'

family iMtfehfte
attachment ItfMshed

r

15 Days.

l$45.55one
return limit October 3lt,
Chicaao and return

efaf totDTjoved

LIMIT

10 DAYS.

Dates of Sale

Sept. 27th. Oct. 1, 4, 8, 11,
15, 18,22, 25 and 29.

way via St. LOUIS, on sale daily.

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Off ices
i.

iL.

'

S25.75

Ufllit 90 Days
On Sale

:

To the "World's
Fait."
C0ACI( TICKETS

$43.55

..

h

Vina-ohftfe,'- v

M

FRONT OF THE MAIN
ENTRANCE

ADS

B 6rimsh. w worthy fW.uiea wtio do not wh
easy, payment pom;?wrUe",at
Vtm fas full paxtlculars fi'a . com- Btnen
makrng money; W3&erfen,ce II
& P.
IfelWhjed. TTNITBD BTJkJC&VtoOtEN

Svj

Going via the Santa '
Fe yoti are landed

The New Mexican Printing Company is headquarters for engraved
cards de vislte in New Mexico. Get
your work done here and yon will he
pleased In every particular.

with ribtiJa'g

S. B. 6RiqSliAW.
G,

FAST.,
THAIJI

Better Than Pills.

S. B. GRlMSJi AW, .
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

j

;

wnerel Passenger Ageat, Saata Fe,

MlfiUT FVPRFCC

Connecting at Torrance, N. M., wltn
the EI
System for
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
points east and for EI Paso, Texas and
ail points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
points east and west on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa. Fe Railway.
For rates and information aodress

Corner Railroad Arenae and Second Street
AXBtrfiTJERQTO
NW; MEXICO

v..

s)r qaestlons"

west

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietorsj
(J

Clark....

.... Stanley

i

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Washington and the Great North

ZEIGER t CAFE

i

...Santa Fe... Arrl
..Donaclana.,
.Vera Blanca,
...Kennedy...

.....Bfanoa....
Arr ...Yotrance..

BBTf BOTOT

Forget

41
52
81

Altl No

..Frofetesso..

1.55

2.:w
8.20

aCkaias&aQasttstti

Stationa.

Mi

1

8.15

x..
Telephone 10.

TAKE

trouble to an

.

sleep between whiles.
Iu every, row there is a tree fitted
tut with a thermometer and wires
connecting with an electric bell and
dial board in his bedroom.
Whenever the temperature Is too
: low for the comfort of the young buds,
' In any row the "monitor tree" with

Postal Telegraph and Cable. Go's Office in"the fiotlding

Xao

Tuke Hall's Kami y Pills for constipation

No

The question has been asked In
what way are Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets superior to the ordi
vi
nary cathartic and liver pills? Our an
voi w .
swer is They are easier and more
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Monatam Time.
pleasant to take and their effect is so
gentle and agreeable that one hardly realizes that.,.?' Is produced by a
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all
medicine. Then :ey not only move runs
Trees Make Complaint.
through to New Orleans, Shrevo-nor- t North, East and Southeast.
When the trees in his orchard at the bowels but improve the apetite
and St. Louis ' without Changs.
For schedules, rates and other la
cold
or
feet
Fresno, Cal., are getting
and aid the digestion. For sale at 25 Carries
c&U on or address,
Los
formation
Angelas
sleepers
through
chilled limbs, they call Mr. J. P. Bol- cents per bottle by all druggists.
to Chicago and intermediate points.
--.iLiJ
ton up on the phone, so to speak, and
r
tell him to get up and put a hot waR. W, CURTIS
Notice for Publication.
ter bottle or a blanket on them.
(Homestead Entry No. 5312.)
Mr. Bolton, has had great trouble
Southwestern Passenger Agent
Department of thb Itkwo,
with his orchards on the slopes of
EL PASO, TEXAS
3
Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Sept. 6. 1904.
Land
California mountains, where sudden
Notice is hereby given that the followipjr
17. O. WJONARD
B. P. XVKKBR
named settler has nled notice of bis intention
frosts killed the buds at night
to make a final Droof in snnnort of hla claim.
Onn. Pkssenger and TleksfS
Aaant
w
But necessity; proved the mother of ad
Pasnenger
Travallng
said
made
will
be
before
that
the
proof
'
. N. M., on
DALLAS, TEXAS)
tL PASO, TEXAS
an invention, which, though it keeps register or receiver at Santa
19th. 1004, vix ; Rtimaldo Sandobal for the
him awaKe cold nights, gives him Oct.
e'i nsH, n'A Se',4. section 27, township 14 north,
care-fre- e

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

ft

i

K

:

i

RAILWAY

fiSWA

,

f'
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths ""and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
M
onnedted. Fine 8ample Room for Commercial Men

China ware, Glassware,

Pacific Railway

fir

-

Headquarters for

.

Texas

o

"After the flour is ground comes the closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the
innammation can be taken out and this tube
crucial test. A sample is taken and restored
to its normal condition, hearing- will
made up into bread. We have four be destroyed forever: nine cases out often
en used by Catarrh, which is nothing but
are
bakings a day, and from twenty to an inflamed oor dttiontf the mucous surfaces.
We will cive Ona Hundred Dollars for nv
thirty loaves are baked each time, case
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
each one representing a sample of cannotof be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
flour. After the test has been made Send for circulars free.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
bread is, turned over to the AssoSold by Drnegists 7'c.

jTMBR
208 San Francisco

brands of flour," said O. D. Hutchinson, the representative of one of the
"It
big mills in Minneapolis, Minn.
all depends on how the flour is milled
and on the kind of wheat from which
It is made. Flour made from hard
spring wheat will give from twenty
to forty more loaves of bread per barrel than that made from the softer
winter wheat. It contains a target
Deafness Cannot be Cured
percentage of gluten and absorbs by lofal
applications, as they pannot reach
more water. The mills are exceeding- the diseased
of th ar. There lg only
one
to portion
cure defness. and that is by
way
careful
the
of
flour
about
kind
ly
they constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused
send out, and the testing department by an inflamed couditinn of
the- mucous lin
of the Eustachian Tube. When thii tube
Jb
one of the most important inp
in inflamed you have a
sound or
branches.

To hay the teat cf trerythhyc to the

j'

differ-

Palace: John B. Harper, Durango,
Colorado; James F. Allen, Washington, D. C.
Claire: ' Roman Gallego, San Jose;
Jose S. Esquibel, C. R. Cummings, Las
Vegas; W. A. Williams, Rome City, Indiana; John Mueller, Denver; Elmer
Comer, Rocky Ford, Colorado; Cipria-nBaca, Albuquerque.
Bon Ton: Peter Major. Salida. Col
orado; J. S. Walton, Albuquerque.

-

C72CIALTY JZSZ;
f

surprising to note the

that exists between the various

ence

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

FLOUR.

.

II. S. LUTZ.

Aoent, .,

8
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
GEO. W. HICKOX, President

r

TO TEST NEW
MEXICO STATUTE

S. G. CARTWR1QHT, Sec'y and Treas.

j

Grocery Telephone

No. 4.

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
IMPERIAL FLOUR.

GREELEY POTATOES.

Tie potatoes from Greeley, Colora
do rank as being of the very highest
quality. We are now receiving them.
and they are very fine indeed.
$1.25
Per cwt

Our trade on Imperial Flour has been
very satisfactory, but we would like
every one in Santa Fe to us-'- . It who
can appreciate Its remarkable quail
ties. It makes the best of bread und is
also a fine pastry flour. Probably tb
best pastry rook In the Southwest will
use no other brand.
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
50 pound sack
$1.65
.We never tire of telling the good
Gold
is
Meadow
of
It
Butter.
qualities
pure, clean and of a most ' delicate
flavor. These good qualities are re
SOUTH SEA BLEND.
tained and preserved by the package,
There has been a remarkable adwhich is air tight, moirture and odor vance
in the price of medium grade
proof.
coffees. I We are still selling South Sea
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. We fear
we shall not be abl ;
continue
that
OUR BAKERY.
to do this much longer. Latter buy
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
according to the most approved methods. It contains nothing that could by
the remotest possibility be injurious
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
We
always have what the market
clean to' the sight and always fresh.
and vege
Made only from the highest grade affords in the way of fruits
'
tables.
Kansas flour.
v

.

MEAT MARKET.

HAY AND GRAIN.

Only the choicest cuts of packing
house corn fed beef, mutton and lamb
are cut in our market. Give us a trial
when you want something nice in the
way of meats, bacon, hams, boiled
bam, etc.

Wa shall be pleased to fill your
for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our
stocks are always complete, the quality of the best and prices reasonable.
See that your animals are well fed.
We can do it for you.

Exceedingly Pojpnilaf
PRICES ARE PREVAILING AT

John Iptffy9s

NEW

-:-

CASH

-

-t-

STORE

-

BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,
Daintily made,

Just the thing to wear with the
new style separate skirts !

lace-trimme- d.

Catron Block, East Side Plata.

January

(

j

Typewriter

Vrenders double the service

HEW MEXICAH

11

1

Jl I

PRIMTIHG COMPANY, Dealers,

I

Santa Fe M.

Mil

Fcxican Filigree Jewelry
'

Ditches

Clocks, Jowolry and IUa4 Piloted Ckfoa.

Repairing of tmm watchM and

c:i m HDiii fiooci

247 Ssa

Jmlqr

nuGoun:L2isci

Frandsct Q.

Latest Attististic

Dcdaos iot

J

905 Ate Now

1-- 2

1, 1905.

information, stating that the
Board of Managers requested that a
proclamation be issued setting the new
day upon which the celebration would
actually take place. This will be some
time in November, probably about the
middle of the month.; Telegrams were
sent to the members of the Board in
the Territory, as well as to the St
Louis newspapers, namely, the Globe
Democrat, the Republic, the
.the Star, and the Chronicle, as
well as to the daily papers in the Ter'
'
ritory.

in Transit.

X C LUSIVE PATTEKNS.
HotcWarc, Points, Etc.
SANTA FEN.
dTHCn CLOCK, Na 311.

1--

thi

mm

Post-Dispatc- h,

$1

to $35

ALL KINDS OF SUPPLIES

Mm

will

ELresswd

No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak, $20.00.

mm

mm

230 San Francisco Street

FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
upstairs bed rooms, and three furnisn-erooms on the first floor, for light
housekeeping. Apply to C. A. Haynes,

Santa Fe,

:

U.

f.

d

Justice of the peace blanks, in En
glish and In Spanish, for sale in large
or small quantities by the New Mexi
can Printing Company.

"

MIL'S COLLEGE
Santa Fe. New Mexico.

sales you
k
If you wish to
hare to advertise your wares.

Wi

make-quic-

i

will

..

THE CLIFF DWELLINGS'

TO

Five houttf for the round trip.
Experienced drivers. IOw rates
and good teams.
GEORGE J. 8AFFORD & SON,
,

m

"k

V

A--

Espanola, N.M

THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
The College Is empowered by law to Issue FIRST-CLAS- S
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES to Its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored
by School Directors,
in the Territory of New Mexico.
,

For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT or
HEALTH Insurance

BROTHER BOTULPH.

Your

President.

SURETY or COURT
; BONDS,

Tablets for School Children,

As well as Your

10

cents per Pound.

New Mexican Printing Co.

FIRE INSURANCE
Sf

I

Go to . r .
THE HANNA

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

INSURANCE

AGENCY
Phone No. 66.
Cor. Washington and

CL0SIN6

Pslscf Avenues

OUT
IOOOOI

SALE!

A. B. CRAYCRAFT,

PHOTOGRAPHER
Come and see me if you
want the finest .
:

PljOTOS AID VIEWS

Ever made in the city'
MY

SPECI1LTT IS TO PLEASE

Wishing to retire from business I will ecH my
.
.
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost
,

Makes this saggestion to yon

TOU !

Developing and Finishing
Kodak.Work to Order : ' :

.

TOURISTS:

know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
&
h you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum
Do you

Sisa pf ths Pldtot

Mexican

"

ST.

Johnston Street.

Printing Cbm- loh work with neat- -

rr T:
un:

The New

!

Styles and Prices, from

1-- 4

Meeting of the Irrigation Commission
of New Mexico.
Chairman G. A. Richardson, of the
Irrigation Commission of New Mexico,
has called a meeting of the commission .to be held in this city at the capital Monday for the transaction of important business. This was done by
wire, and it is understood that in addition to Mr. Richardson,, Commissioners Carl A. DaJles, of Belen and Charles E. Miller, of Anthony,' will arrive to
take part in the proceedings. Treasurer Arthur Seligman, of the commission,, will also be present. '
New Mexico Day at St. Louis Postponed.
After telegraphic consultation between the members of the New Mexico
Board of Managers of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, and in view of
the present travel interruption on the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,
and other railway 'systems In the Territory, it has been concluded to postpone
the celebration of New Mexico Day at
the Louisiana - Purchase Exposition.
This was to have been held on Monday,
the 17th instant, next, but as it appeared that numbers of the citizens of the
"
Territory who wished to be present
could' not reach the World's Fair City
on account of travel interruption, the
above action was taken. Treasurer
Arthur Seligman, of ' the Board of
Managers, today wired Governdr Otero

jMjJik
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All

1903, $674.77.

1--

$

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Otero has appointed the
following notaries public:
Juan N. Vigil, Taos, Taos County;
W. L .Stull, Artesia, Eddy County
James M. Palmer, Aztec, San Juan
County.
Public Funds Received.
The following public funds have
been received by Territorial Treasurer
J. H. Vaughn:
Frm H. B. Cartowright,
treasurer
and collector of Santa Fe County, tax
es for 1902., $1821; taxes 1903, $178.07;
taxes 1904, $5.06.
From Perfecto Esquibel, treasurer
and collector of Rio Arriba County,

1-- 4

PRICES TO SUIT ANYBODY
&
'
COME AND SEE US
GIVE US A TRIAL

With Yo

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Final Homestead Entries.
Tne following final homestead en
tries have been made in the local U. S
land ofBce:
3413. Julian S. Trujillo, Bloomfleld,
SW
SE
SW
Section 21, NE
Section 28, T 29 N, R 10 W, 80 acres in
San Juan County.
3414. John W. Greer, Pendleton,
Section
SE
NE 4 SW
W
15, T 32 N,,R 12 W, 120 acres in San
Juan County.
Appointed Member of Election Com'
mission and Returning Board of
Torrance County .
Governor Otero has appointed Can
dido Padilla, of Torreon, a, member of
the Eelection Commission and Return
ing Board for the new county of Torrance, vice Juan C. Jaramillo, of Tor
reon resigned. An election for county
officials will be held in the new county
on election day, Novemebr 8, as the
county cf Torrance, will go into effect

We 'carry the finest SHOES in the country, made by
the largest and best house in America, that's the Brown
Shoe Co. Men's, Ladies', Boys', Girls' and Children's.

Take a K(L iNU A

Judgment by default wa3 taken last
week in the District Court at Alamo-gordo- ,
in the petition for injunction by
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf; Chicago,
Rock Island & El Paso and the El Paso
& Northeastern
Railway Companies
vs. Louis Buttron, to compel him
to bring damage suit against the companies in the courts of New Mexico, instead of the District Court at El Paso,
Texas.
Buttron, a switchman on the Rock
Island, filed suit for damages sustained at Santa Rosa while in the employ
of the Rack Island last March, where
he alleges that he lost a foot through
the negligence of the railroad company, in that the track where he crossed while on duty, was boggy, preventing him getting out of the way of the
trainwhich passed over his foot, crushing it so badly that amputation was
necessary. He filed suit for $25,000
damages in the District Court of El
Paso County when under the New
Mexico statute suit for damages sus
tained in New Mexico must be brought
in the courts of the Territory. Hence,
the injunction and the judgment on default of the plaintiff's appearance.
The situation seems to be that Buttron is in contempt of court in New
Mexico and the only way he can proceed is contrary to the New Mexico
statute and in test of the constitutionality of the New Mexico law demanding that suits for damages against a
railroad company, which damages are
sustained here, must be brought in the
Territory.

taxes

See the new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen, handsomely embroidered. Look over the display at oat
Store before yoti decide on your purchase : : : :

to As Faii??

Go&Hig

Suits Against Railroads for Damages
Sustained Here, Must Be Brought
In This Territory.

250 San Francisco Street.

No.

1
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Send for

CorSxa Frwclsct Street and Burro

Catena

AH by
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